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ABSTRACT
The unique properties of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) represent a potential for developing a
piezo-resistive strain sensor and a resistive heating sheet with a smart structure. Conventional
fabrication techniques of CNT based nanocomposites such as molding, casting or spray coating
lack the ability to control the geometry and properties of fabricated composites. In order to meet
the various requirements of strain sensing or self-heating applications, nanocomposites with
complex geometry and controllable properties are in high demand. Digital printing technique is
able to fabricate CNT films with precisely controlled geometry with the help of computer aided
design, and their properties could also be controlled by adjusting the printing parameters. The
objective of this study is to investigate the printing-structure-property relationship of CNT based
multifunctional nanocomposites fabricated by digitally controlled spray deposition process for
strain sensing and self-heating. A spray deposition modeling (SDM) printer that uses a 12-array
inkjet nozzle attached to an x-y plotter was developed for the fabrication of CNT layers.
Most of previously-reported CNT based nanocomposite strain sensors only have limited
stretchability and sensitivity for measuring diverse human motions. Additionally, strain sensors
fabricated by traditional techniques are only capable of measuring strain in a single direction, but
for monitoring human motion with complicated strain condition, strain sensors that can measure
strain from multi-direction are favorable. In this dissertation, highly stretchable (in excess of 45%
strain) and sensitive (gauge factor of 35.75) strain sensors with tunable strain gauge factors were
fabricated by incorporating CNT layers into polymer substrate using SDM printing technique. The
cyclic loading-unloading test results revealed that the composite strain sensors exhibited excellent
long-term durability. Due to the flexibility of the printing technique, rosette-typed sensors were
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fabricated to monitor complicated human motions. These superior sensing capabilities of the
fabricated nanocomposites offer potential applications in wearable strain sensors.
Resistive heating properties of CNT based nanocomposites were also investigated. The
electrically resistive heating of these composites can be a desirable stimulus to activate the shape
memory effect of polymer matrix. CNT based nanocomposites fabricated by traditional techniques
showed a slow heating rate and same shape recovery ratio at different locations in nanocomposites.
However, from the practical applications like smart skin or smart tooling perspective,
programmable shape recovery ratio at specified locations are desirable. In this dissertation, the
CNT based nanocomposites with a fast heating rate and controllable maximum surface
temperature were fabricated using SDM technique. The study on the shape memory effect of
nanocomposites showed that their shape recoverability was approximately 100% taking 30s under
a low voltage of 40V. It is worth noting that through programming the number of printed CNT
layers at different locations, the shape recovery rate could be controlled and localized actuation
with the desired recovery ratio was achieved. The high efficiency of heating coupling with wide
adjustability of surface temperature and shape recovery ratio at specified locations make the
fabricated nanocomposites a promising candidate for electrical actuation applications.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1.1. Motivation
Carbon Nanotube(CNT) is described as a graphene sheet that has been rolled to form CNT[1]. The
Young’s modulus of multi-walled carbon nanotubes is estimated to be 1.28TPa[2]. The thermal
conductivity along the axis of SWCNTs is about 3500W-1mK-1[3] and the electrical conductivity
along their axis is in the range of 1.0x106 to 3x106 S/m[4]. Due to their excellent mechanical,
thermal and electrical properties (as shown in Table 1), CNTs have attracted great attention in both
academic and industrial field. Polymer matrix composites could combine the matrix and
reinforcements to achieve a system with more useful structural or functional properties non
attainable by any of the constituent alone[5].
Table 1. Carbon nanotube properties comparison to properties of other materials
Materials

Specific
density

Young’s
modulus(TPa)

Strength
(GPa)

Thermal
Conductivity
(W/mK)

Electrical
Conductivity(S/m)

Carbon
Nanotube

1-2

1

10-60

3500

106-107

HS-Steel

7.8

0.2

4.1

54

7 x 106

Carbon
Fiber

1.7-2

0.2-0.6

1.7-5

1000

2-5 x 106

Aluminum

2.7

0.07

0.3

230

3.5 x 107

Incorporation of CNT reinforcements into polymers permits the fabrication of polymer matrix
composites with by high mechanical performance and excellent functionality. For example, the
electrical characteristic of CNTs coupled with their high mechanical strength makes them a
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promising material for strain sensors. Piezo-resistive strain sensors are an interesting area of
industrial and academic research due to the growing demand for flexible and wearable electronics
[6-9], smart textiles [10] and structural health monitoring [11]. Carbon nanotube reinforced
polymer composites have also attracted extensive attentions for their potential application as an
electrical heater due to their light weight, oxidization resistance, low manufacturing cost and high
energy efficiency [12-17]. Incorporating CNTs into shape memory polymers (SMPs) can also
make them into conductive composites and the electrically resistive heating of these composites
can be a desirable stimulus to activate their shape memory effect without an external heater.
Conventional fabrication techniques of composites such as molding, casting and machining create
polymer composites with complex geometry through material removal processes[18]. While the
manufacturing process and performance of composites in these methods are well-controlled and
understood, the ability to control the geometry and properties of fabricated composites is limited.
Digital printing technique is able to fabricate complex composite structures without the typical
waste. The size and geometry of composites can be precisely controlled with the help of computer
aided design. Additionally, the properties could also be controlled and adjusted due to the
flexibility of digital printing process.
Therefore, the motivation of this study is to fabricate CNT based polymer nanocomposites through
digital printing technique, study the processing-structure-property-performance relationship of
carbon nanotube based nanocomposites multifunctional application and eventually improve the
functional performance of CNT based nanocomposites by optimizing the processing parameter
and materials design.
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1.2. Research Method
The methodology behind this research consists of the incorporating of CNTs into various
polymeric matrix by digital printing technique. CNT layers were printed on polymer substrates
first to prepare the nanocomposites. The strain sensing and resistive heating properties of
fabricated polymer nanocomposites were investigated.
In this research, multi-walled carbon nanotubes were introduced to thermoplastic polyurethane
resin, PDMS and shape memory polyurethane by a home-made spray deposition modeling printing
technique. Traditionally, researchers fabricated CNT composites by directly mixing CNT into
polymer matrix. However, CNT have strong tendency to aggregate to form bundles because of
their high aspect ratio and strong Van der Waals interaction among CNTs. It is very difficult to
uniformly disperse CNTs into polymer matrix, especially for high loading of CNTs (>10wt%) in
composites. To overcome dispersion problem, CNT layers were printed on polymer substrate for
high density CNT networks. Good dispersion and dense packing of carbon nanotube in polymer
matrix can be realized by fabricating CNT layers first.
Nowadays, all the fabrication methods of carbon nanotube films are not able to create the desired
sensing or heating geometry. This study developed a spray deposition modeling method that are
able to produce carbon nanotube film based nanocomposite for sensing and seld-heating. The spray
deposition modeling technique is a digital fabrication process that uses evaporative techniques to
disperse the nanomaterials in a defined location. This process has the ability to produce carbon
nanotube films with controlled pattern on variable substrates.
This research study focuses on examining the manufacturing process and resulting performance of
carbon nanotube film based nanocomposites. High sensitivity carbon nanotube strain sensors with
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wide sensing strain scale will be fabricated. Spray deposition modeling digital processing ensures
the created strain sensor is geometrically accurate. This process is also additive, which enables the
strain sensor to be built layer by layer and has minimum loss of the supplied material. The
effectiveness of fabricated MWCNTs as strain sensors will be measured by investigating real-time
strain response of MWCNTs sensors under tensile load. On the mircro-scale, we will use scanning
electron microscope imaging to evaluate the crack morphology of CNT based strain sensors.
Multi-directional strain sensors will also be investigated in the future. Self-heating behavior of
carbon nanotube films based nanocomposite will be investigated too. The electrical resistivity
determining the heat produced with the addition of voltage will be measured through four point
probe resistivity test. Electrical heating performance will be measured by the maximum surface
temperature and heating rate of carbon nanotube films based nanocomposites under varied voltage.
Potential application such as the precise heating control of the actuation of shape memory polymer
in each location, deicing and nanocomposites with thermal gradient will be explored in the future.

1.3. Structure of the Dissertation
The main body of the dissertation from Chapter 2 to Chapter 6 is organized by the following
sequence. Chapter 2 reviews the typical CNT film processing approaches, the research and
development of the CNT reinforced polymer composites as strain sensors and electric heating
element, and the electrical actuation of CNT reinforced shape memory composites. In Chapter 3,
the discussion focuses on the processing of CNT reinforced nanocomposites, namely, how to print
CNT on various substrate with homemade spray deposition modeling equipment. The strain
sensing properties of CNT/Polyurethane nanocomposites were investigated and discussed in
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Chapter 4. Different types of substrates were used to fabricate strain sensors with optimized
sensing properties. The sensing properties of strain sensors with PDMS substrate were discussed
in Chapter 5. Chapters 6 focused on the resistive heating properties of CNT/polyurethane
nanocomposites. Chapter 7 focuses on the electrical actuation of CNT based shape memory
nanocomposites. The shape recovery ratio and shape recovery speed were evaluated. Especially,
due to the flexibility of printing technique, honeycomb structured shape memory nanocomposites
were also fabricated and investigated. The dissertation ends in Chapter 8, where conclusion and
future improvement are proposed.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEWS
2.1. Digital Fabrication of Polymer Matrix Nanocomposites
Digital printing, also referred to as additive manufacturing(AM), rapid prototyping(RP), or solidfreeform(SFF), is the ‘process of joining materials to make objects from 2D/3D model data,
usually layer by layer’[19], which was first described in 1986 by Charles Hull[20]. This technology
creates objects by adding materials to reduce waste while reaching satisfactory geometric
accuracy[21]. It begins with a meshed computer model that can be created by acquired image data
or structures built in computer-aided design (CAD) software.
Digital printing of polymer composites has found their possible applications in aerospace
industries for creating complex lightweight structures[22], architectural industries for structural
models[23], art fields for artifact replication or education[24], and medical fields for printing
tissues and organs[25]. Conventional fabrication techniques of composites such as molding,
casting and machining create products with complex geometry through material removal
processes[18]. While the manufacturing process and performance of composites in these methods
are well-controlled and understood, the ability to control the complex internal structure is limited.
Digital printing is able to fabricate complex composite structures without the typical waste. The
size and geometry of composites can be precisely controlled with the help of computer aided
design. Thus, digital printing of composites attains an excellent combination of process flexibility
and high performance products.
Digital printing is a methodology that produces 3D haptic physical models layer by layer based on
CAD models[26]. Various printing techniques have been employed to fabricate polymer
composites. Among them, some techniques are well-established, such as fused deposition
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modeling, selective laser sintering, inkjet 3D printing, stereolithography and 3D plotting whereas
others are still in development or used only by small groups of researchers. Each technique has its
own advantages and limitations in producing composite products. The selection of fabrication
technique depends on the starting materials, requirements of processing speed and resolution, costs
and performance requirements of final products.
2.1.1 Fused deposition modeling(FDM)
Fused deposition modeling(FDM) printers are the most commonly used printer for fabricating
polymer composites. Thermoplastics such as PC, ABS and PLA, are commonly used due to their
low melting temperature. FDM printers work by controlled extrusion of thermoplastic filaments,
as shown in Figure 1(a). In FDM, filaments melt into a semi-liquid state at nozzle and are extruded
layer by layer onto the build platform where layers are fused together and then solidify into final
parts. The quality of printed parts can be controlled by altering printing parameters, such as layer
thickness, printing orientation, raster width, raster angle and air gap. The effect of processing
parameters have been discussed by Sood et al.[27].
One common drawback of FDM printing is that the composite materials have to be in a filament
form to enable the extrusion process. It is difficult to homogeneously disperse reinforcements and
remove the void formed during the manufacturing of composite filaments. Another disadvantage
of FDM printers is that the usable material is limited to thermoplastic polymers with suitable melt
viscosity. The molten viscosity should be high enough to provide structural support and low
enough to enable extrusion. Also, complete removal of the support structure used during printing
may be difficult. Notwithstanding these drawbacks, FDM printers also offer advantages, including
low cost, high speed and simplicity. Another advantage of FDM printing is the potential to allow
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deposition of diverse materials simultaneously. Multiple extrusion nozzles with loading of
different materials can be set up in FDM printers, so printed parts can be multi-functional with
designed composition.
2.1.2 Powder bed and inkjet head 3D printing(3DP)
Powder-liquid 3D printing technology was developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) in 1993 as a rapid-prototyping technology[28]. This technology is based on powder
processing, as shown in Figure 1(b). Powders are first spread on the build platform and then
selectively joined into a patterned layer by depositing a liquid binder through inkjet printhead,
which is able to move in X-Y direction. After a desired 2D pattern is formed, the platform lowers
and the next layer of powder is spread. This process is repeated and finally unbounded powder
should be removed to get final products. The internal structure can be controlled by altering the
amount of deposited binder. Factors that determine the quality of final products are powder size,
binder viscosity, interaction between binder and powder, and the binder deposition speed. The
effect of processing parameters has been discussed in detail in a review by Ben et al.[29].
The key advantages of this technology are the flexibility of material selections and room
temperature processing environment. Theoretically, any polymer materials in powder state could
be printed by this technology. Removal of support structure is also relatively easy with this
technique. However, the binder used may incorporate other contaminations and the printing
resolution is very limited for this technology.
2.1.3 Stereolithography(SLA)
Stereolithography uses photopolymers that can be cured by UV laser. An UV-laser is controlled
in a desired path to shoot in the resin reservoir, and the photocurable resin will polymerize into a
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2D patterned layer. After each layer is cured, the platform lowers and another layer of uncured
resin is ready to be patterned[30], as shown in Figure 1(c). Typical polymer materials used in SLA
are acrylic and epoxy resins.
Understanding the curing reactions occurring during polymerization is critical to control the
quality of final printed parts. Intensity of laser power, scan speed and duration of exposure affect
the curing time and printing resolution[31]. Photoinitiators and UV absorbers can be added to the
resin to control the depth of polymerization[32]. The main advantage of SLA printing technology
is the ability to print parts with high resolution. Additionally, because SLA is a nozzle-free
technique, the problem of nozzle clogging can be avoided. Despite these advantages, the high cost
of this system is a main concern for industrial application. Possible cytotoxicity of residual
photoinitiator and uncured resin is another concern.
2.1.4 Selective laser sintering(SLS)
Selective laser sintering technique is similar to previously mentioned 3DP technique and they are
both based on powder processing. Instead of using a liquid binder, in SLS, a laser beam with a
controlled path scans the powders to sinter them by heating, as shown in Figure 1(d). Under high
power lasers, neighboring powders are fused together through molecular diffusion and then
processing of next layer starts. Unbounded powder should be removed to get final products[33].
The feature resolution is determined by powder particle size, laser power, scan spacing and scan
speed[34].
Although theoretically any thermoplastic polymer in powder form could be processed by SLS
technique, the complex consolidation behavior and molecular diffusion process during sintering
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have limited the choice of materials used in SLS process[35]. To the date now,
polycaprolactone(PCL) and polyamide(PA) are widely used laser sintering materials.
2.1.5 3D plotting/Direct-Write
3D plotting is based on extruding a viscous material from a pressurized syringe to create 3D shape
of materials, as shown in Figure 1(e). The syringe head can move in three dimensions, while the
platform keeps stationary where extruded materials are joint together layer by layer. Curing
reactions can be performed by dispensing two reactive components using mixing nozzles or be
induced either by heat or UV light[36]. In certain cases, materials can be delivered to a plotting
medium to finish the curing reaction. Material viscosity and deposition speed correlate with the
quality of final printed parts[25].
The key advantage of this technique is material flexibility. Solution, paste and hydrogels can all
be loaded into 3D plotting printers. A temporary, sacrificial material may be needed to support the
printed structure since raw viscous materials have low stiffness that may result in the collapse of
complex structures.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of a typical (a) FDM setup (b) 3DP setup (c) SLA setup (d)
SLS setup (e) 3D plotting setup.

Nanomaterials such as carbon nanotube[37-39], graphene[40, 41], graphite[41, 42], ceramic[43,
44] and metal nanoparticle[45, 46] often exhibit unique mechanical, electrical and thermal
properties. Thus, the addition of nanomaterials into polymers for printing could enable the creation
of high-performance functional composites.
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Nanomaterials have been utilized for improving the mechanical properties of printed composite
parts. The addition of 5wt% nano-titanium dioxide(TiO2)[47], 10wt% carbon nanofiber[48] or
10wt% multi-walled carbon nanotube[49] showed a 13.2%, 39% and 7.5% increase in the tensile
strength of printed composite parts compared with unfilled polymer parts, respectively, but all
printed composite parts showed reduced elongation and more brittle feature. Lin et
al.[50]demonstrated a SLA fabricated graphene oxide/photopolymer composites with a good
combination of increased strength and increased ductility. Their specimens showed a 62.2%
increasing of tensile strength and a 12.8% increasing of elongation with only 0.2% GOs. The
authors claimed that the increased ductility was due to the increasing in crystallinity of graphene
oxide in reinforced polymers. Except for the mechanical properties improvement, enhanced
electrical properties could be obtained by the addition of carbon-based nanomaterials like carbon
nanotube[51, 52], carbon nanofiber[53], carbon-black[54] and graphene[55]. Wei et al.
[55]demonstrated for the first time, a graphene reinforced ABS composite could be FDM printed
into computer-designed models and the enhanced electrical conductivity was observed. With the
loading of 5.6wt% graphene, the electrical conductivity of ABS nanocomposites showed four
orders of magnitude improvement. Furthermore, incorporation of nano-TiO2[56] and nano-clay[57]
into polymer matrix could greatly improve the thermal stability of printed nanocomposites. In
another study, He et al.[58] produced a thermoelectric composite by blending Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3(BST)
into photoresins using SLA process, and the resulting composites exhibited an ultralow thermal
conductivity of 0.2 Wm-1K-1, which is favorable for thermoelectric applications.
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2.2. Fabrication of Carbon Nanotube Films
Carbon nanotube films are made from the entangled and aggregated carbon nanotubes. The
generally accepted way of making CNT films is vacuum filtration method. In vacuum filtration
method, CNTs were usually dispersed in solution with the aid of surfactant by ultrasonication.
These CNT suspensions can then be filtered through different membranes under pressure to yield
uniform CNT films with entangled carbon nanotubes network[59]. This method is regarded as a
simple process for the fabrication of ultrathin, transparent, optically homogeneous, electrically
conducting films composed of pure CNTs. An alternative to vacuum infiltration is pressure
filtration. The mechanism of pressure filtration is pretty similar with vacuum infiltration. Pressure
is applied instead of vacuum. However, these two techniques both use surfactant that is difficult
to remove after processing, which may decrease the performance of CNT films. Another novel
technology to get rid of surfactant is frit compression method[60]. Using this way, the adverse
side-effects from the surfactants can be avoided, but the thickness of CNT films are typically much
larger than that of CNT films made through filtration method. Generally, the CNT films made
from frit compression method have thickness range from 120um to 650um. ‘Domino pushing’
technique is another simple and effective method to manipulate aligned CNT arrays into CNT
films[61]. This technique can efficiently ensure that most of CNTs are well aligned tightly in the
films. The technique mentioned above are usually used for fabrication of thick carbon nanotube
films and it is difficult to precise control the thickness of CNT films through these technique.
Figure 2 shows a schematic of each fabrication method.
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Figure 2. Depiction of various CNT films fabrication method (a) Vacuum infiltration[59]; (b)
Pressure filtration; (c) Domino pushing[61]; (d) Frit compression[60].

Most technique for fabrication of CNT thin films are solution-based. The prepared CNT
suspensions will then be deposited on to a substrate. A method called ‘Langmuir Blodgett(LB)’ is
based on the hydrophobic behavior of CNTs[62]. Firstly, CNTs spread on the surface of water and
then deposition can be achieved through a horizontal lifting or a vertical dipping method. It is a
slow process, so that it is only suitable for fabrication of monolayers or submonolayers CNT films.
Spin coating is another way to fabricate CNT thin films. A small amount of solutions is dropped
onto a substrate followed by high-speed spinning of the substrate[63]. CNT films made by spin
coating method have very precisely controlled thickness. However, spin coating is a method with
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high cost and it is difficult to be scaled up. Electrophoretic deposition has also been used to deposit
CNT films on conductive substrate[63]. EPD is fundamentally a combination of two processes,
electrophoresis and deposition. In the first step, particles suspended in a liquid are forced to move
toward an electrode by applying an electric field. In the second step, the particles collect at the
electrode and form a coherent deposited film. This process allows continuous production of CNT
thin films and the typical deposition time is only a few seconds, but the substrate must be
conductive, which is the biggest limitation. Spray coating is a simple and quick method to make
CNT films[64]. Typically, the CNT suspensions are sprayed onto a heated substrate. The set
temperature for the substrate is adjusted by the choice of solvent. By using diluted solution and
multiple spray coating steps, homogeneous films can be obtained. For many application, nonsolution based technique are required. CNT film transfer is a good technique[65]. CNT films could
be transferred to a target substrate, and during the transfer step, patterning could also be done.
Pressure, heat and laser could be used to help the transfer of CNT films.
Digital fabrication is a common work used to describe CNC machine that is based off of MIT’s
1952 numerically controlled mill[66]. These machines usages range from large to small and cover
many different areas. The digital fabrication techniques allow researcher to produce CNT films
with different patterns and the geometry accuracy of CNT films are improved. Screen-printing
could be used to digital fabricate CNT films[67]. It is a printing technique whereby a mesh is used
to transfer ink onto a substrate and a blade is moved across the screen to fill the open mesh
apertures with ink. Screen printing of CNT films can have large scale mass production of highly
reproducible and mechanical stable. Despite their promising performance, this technique pose
several fabrication challenge. For instance, mask and blade need to be used in screen printing, so
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it is a contact technique which may bring contamination. In additional, the manufacturing of masks
may increase the overall cost and limits the scalability of this process.

Figure 3. Depiction of various CNT thin films fabrication method. (a) Spray coating[64]; (b)
Electrophoretic deposition[63]; (c) Spin coating[63]; (d) Langmuir-Blodgett[62]; (e) Inkjet
printing[68] (f) Screen printing[67] (g) Film transfer[65].

Inkjet printing is also a popular technique due to its ability to print fine and easily controllable
patterns, noncontact, solution saving and scalability[68]. It is a type of printing that recreates a
digital image by propelling droplets of ink on to variable substrate. Based on different printing
nozzles, inkjet printer can be split into two categories, namely thermal and piezoelectric[69].
Thermal inkjet printers, sometimes referred to bubble jet printers, contain a thin film resistor in
the nozzle. In order to eject a droplet, this thin film resistor is heated by passing current through it.
This causes the ink in the nozzle to vaporize, creating a bubble and a large increase in pressure,
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which forces ink droplets out of the nozzle. Piezoelectric inkjet printers contain a piezoelectric
transducer in the nozzle. When voltage is applied to the piezoelectric transducer, it deforms and
causes an increase in pressure, which forces ink droplets out of the nozzle. The difficulty of inkjet
printing is the formulating of ink. It is difficult to uniform disperse the carbon nanotube within the
ink. In addition, the ink must maintain a low surface tension as well as a low viscosity.

Figure 4. Depiction of two types of inkjet printing head

2.3. Carbon Nanotube Based Strain Sensors
In recent years, mechanical structures are designed with lighter materials and more slender shapes,
which brings a huge saving in materials cost. However, when long-time subjected to high stress,
these progressive designed mechanical structures have higher tendency to encounter cracking and
failure. In order to improve the safety level of mechanical structures, structural health
monitoring(SHM) has become a very important research field.
CNTs have been considered as a promising candidate for strain sensors, due to their dependence
of electrical properties on mechanical deformation[70]. In CNT strain sensors, there is a reversible
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correlation between the mechanical deformations and the electrical resistance, which is called
piezo-resistive effect[71].

Figure 5. Structure and basic working principles of the CNT–based strain sensors [72]

Figure 5[72] illustrates the structure and basic principle of CNT-based strain sensors. When the
strain sensors are stretched out, re-orientation and re-positioning of CNTs within the CNT network
increases the base resistance of the strain sensors. Moreover, upon relaxation of the strain sensors,
reestablishment of the CNT network inspired by the elastic force of substrate. Tradition strain
sensors were fabricated through non-digital technique, such as spray coating[72] and molding[73]
technique, as shown in Figure 6 and 7, which could only produce strain sensors with simple
geometry. X Li et al[74] studied the capabilities of multi-walled carbon films as strain sensors.
The MWCNT films were prepared by a solution/filtration method. Their results indicated that the
change in resistance of the MWCNT film was proportional to the applied stain. Y Li et al[75] also
investigated the piezo-resistive effect of carbon nanotube thin films. The strain gauge factor was
found to be 65. Their results indicated that CNT films are potentially useful for structural health
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monitoring. A novel strain sensor made of single walled carbon nanotube was developed by
Dongil.Lee et al[76] through spray coating process. Their batch-fabricated SWCNT strain sensos
showed the linear relationship between resistance changes and externally applied strain. The
sensitivity of this strain sensor was measure to be approximately 30 times higher than that of
commercial foil-type strain sensors.

Figure 6. Spray coating fabrication of carbon nanotube based strain sensors[72]

Figure 7. Molding fabrication of carbon nanotube based strain sensors[73]
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Stretchable and flexible strain sensors have attracted considerable attentions for human motion
analysis. Traditional metallic and semiconducting strain sensors are not suitable for stretchable
applications because they can only withstand very limited strain (<5%) before fracture[77].
Today’s most common approach for fabrication of highly stretchable piezoresistive strain sensors
are depositing carbon nanotubes on the surface of a stretchable substrate using various methods
such as contact transfer printing[6] and screen printing[78]. A simple and rapid micropatterning
method for fabricating CNT-based stretchable strain sensor was proposed by Jeong-Ho Kong[79].
The piezoresistive responses of the fabricated strain sensors were revealed to be highly linear up
to 10% tensile strain and fully stabilized without significant hysteretic behavior after transient
cycles. Takeo Yamada[80] reported a wearable and stretchable strain sensor fabricated from thin
films of aligned single-wall carbon nanotubes. When stretched, the nanotube films fracture into
gaps and islands, and bundles bridging the gaps. This mechanism allows the films to act as strain
sensors capable of measuring strains up to 280% (50 times more than conventional metal strain
gauges), with high durability, fast response and low creep. Film transfer and embedment of
carbonized patterns created through selective laser pyrolization of thermoset polymers into
elastomeric substrates were employed by Rahim Rahimi to fabricate strain sensors[77]. The strain
sensors were highly stretchable (up to 100% strain) and sensitive (gauge factor of up to 20 000).
These strain sensors were also very stable even after 1000 load cycles.
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Figure 8. Key steps in fabricating the stretchable CNT strain sensor[80]

Table 1 summarized and compared the stretchability and sensitivity of previously reported strain
sensors. Most of them could not have high stretchability as well as high sensitivity. Recently,
several sensors have been reported with high stretchability and sensitivity, but the response time
is long in these sensors[77], as shown in Figure 9. Additionally, these sensors also have hysteresis
behavior[81] (Figure 10), which is not good for monitoring the human motions. Therefore, there
is a high demand for developing strain sensors with high stretchability and sensitivity as well as
good linearity and negligible hysteresis.

Figure 9. Response time for the fabricated strain sensors[77]
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Figure 10. Hysteresis behavior of fabricated strain sensors[81]
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Table 2. Previously reported carbon nanotube strain sensors
Materials

Fabrication

Strain

Gauge

Ref

Method

Level

Factor

MWCNT/EFTE

Inkjet printing

0.4%

0.98

[82]

VACNT/PDMS

CVD deposition

0.9%

4793

[83]

MWCNT/SBS

Extrusion

20%

30

[84]

MWCNT/TPU

Casting

20%

30

[85]

MWCNT/TPU

Compression

30%

35

[86]

molding
MWCNT/Ecoflex

Spray coating

100%

1.75

[72]

CNT

Film transfer

100%

20000

[77]

SWCNT/PDMS

Molding

50%

107

[73]

2.4. Self- Heating Properties of Carbon Nanotube Based Nanocomposites
Due to their excellent electrical properties, carbon nanotubes are used to prepare conductive
polymer composites[87]. Self-heating is one of many applications for conductive polymer
compoistes[12, 14]. In the case of electrical heating materials, electrical energy can be converted
into heat energy through the Ohmic joule heating[88]. Usually, electrical heating elements are
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made by metallic materials and used for plane heater, wire heater, water heater and so on[89].
However, metal-based electrical heating devices have several drawbacks such as easy oxidization,
emission of electromagnetic wave, and high manufacturing costs. Therefore, polymer composites
containing carbon nanotubes have attract interest for preparing self-heating or electrical heating
materials due to their light weight, easy processing, and high energy efficiency[90]. Setsuko
Isaji[14] investigated the heating performance of polyethylene/carbon nanotube composite films
under electric field at constant voltage. The composite films were prepared by
gelation/crystallization from dilute solution. The filler content was 10 wt% of MWNTs. When a
certain voltage was applied to the composite, the surface temperature of film reaches the
equilibrium value within less than 100 s. The quick heating suggested its good application to high
efficient plane heater. A carbon nanotube paper based self-heating polymer composite were
fabricated by Hetao Chu[15]. The electric heating performance was verified by deicing a certain
amount of ice at different heat flux densities. The deicing time under the two conditions were less
than 220s, as shown in Figure 11. The results indicated this material is a promising candidate as
an electric heating material for deicing. Most of previously reported electrical heating sheets all
have heating patterns with a very simple geometry like the rectangular shape[15, 91] (Figure 12),
which is not good for meeting the various requirements. Table 3 summarized and compared the
heating performance of previously reported carbon nanotube based nanocomposites.
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Figure 11. The electric heating process curves of the rectangle shaped CNT based
composites[15]

Figure 12. Heating patterns with simple rectangular shape[15, 91]
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Table 3. Previously reported carbon nanotube based heating element
Materials

Fabrication

Maximum temperature and heating

Method

rate under similar 0.2 W/cm2power

Ref

density
MWCNT/PDMS

Solution

50°C in 30s

[17]

casting
CNT/PE

Molding

Over150°C in 200s

[90]

MWCNT/Epoxy

Molding

80°C in 130s

[13]

MWCNT/Aramid

Solution

150°C in 30s

[12]

50°C in 50s

[14]

Casting
MWCNT/PE

Solution
Casting

MWCNT/Cellulose

Dip coating

75°C in 40s

[92]

MWCNT/PDMS

Hot press

130°C in 30s

[93]

2.5. Electrical Actuation of Carbon Nanotube/Shape Memory Polymer Nanocomposites
Carbon nanotubes can also be added into shape memory polymers to make them conductive. By
applying voltage, shape memory effect of shape memory polymer can be triggered. Incorporating
CNTs into shape memory polymers(SMPs) can make them into conductive composites and the
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electrically resistive heating of these composites can be a desirable stimulus to activate their shape
memory effect without an external heater.

Table 4. Previously reported electrical actuation of carbon nanotube based shape memory
polymer composites
Materials

Fabrication

Shape recovery ratio

Ref

Method

and time

MWCNT/Epoxy

Mold casting

100% in 80s under 60V

[94]

CNT/Epoxy

Mold casting

90% in 50s under 5V

[95]

MWCNT/Epoxy

Mold casting

90% in 20s under 5V

[96]

MWCNT/PVA

Solution Casting

100% in 35s under 60V

[97]

CNT/PU

Compression

88% in 60s under 50V

[98]

molding
MWCNT/PU

Solution Casting

96% in 30s under 50V

[99]

MWCNT/PBSPCL

Solution Casting

96% in 45s under 75V

[100]

As a typical smart material, SMP can be deformed into a temporary shape and then recover to its
original (or permanent) shape upon exposure to the heat stimuli[101-103]. Therefore, besides
acting as an electric heater, due to their superior structural versatility, CNT/SMPs can also be used
in many other fields, including smart tooling[104], deployable medical device[105] and morphing
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aircraft[106]. Many efforts have been proposed focusing on the electrical actuation of CNT/SMP
composites. Electro-active multi-walled carbon nanotubes filled polyurethane shape memory
composites were prepared by Mahapatra et al.[107]. The resultant composites showed more than
98% shape recovery ratio and a rapid recovery time of 9s under a voltage of 40V. Lu et al.[108]
investigated the shape memory behaviors of CNT nanopaper/SMP composites. Owing to the
excellent electrical conductivity of nanopaper, their composites showed a fully shape recovery at
a low voltage of 8.4V. Table 4 summarized and compared the previously reported electrical
actuation of carbon nanotube based shape memory polymer composites. All of them showed global
actuation of shape memory polymer composites[109], as shown in Figure 13. However, for smart
skin or morphing structure applications, localized actuation is preferred.

Figure 13. Electrical actuation of rectangular shaped carbon nanotube based shape memory
nanocomposites[109]
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CHAPTOR THREE: SYNTHESIS AND PROSESSING OF CARBON
NANOTUBE BASED POLYMER NANOCOMPOSITES
3.1. Spray Deposition Modeling
All of nanocomposites in this study were fabricated by home-made spray deposition modeling
printer. Spray deposition modeling(SDM) is a digital fabrication process in which the CNT ink
droplets are supplied in the form of a stream to any desired location because the nozzle is connected
to a computer controlled x and y axis, as shown in Figure 14. SDM is similar to an ink jet printer,
but SDM has the ability to model over the same area with precision accuracy.

Figure 14. Physical image of the SDM printer

Thermal jet nozzle is used in SDM machine. This nozzle is desirable because it is controllable by
a frequency and is manufactured with multiple nozzle outlets to increase productivity. A thermal
jet nozzle with a 12 nozzle outlet array and 235 μm pore size is used in SDM. This allows for a
large enough pore size to keep the nozzles form clogging while creating particles that are small
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enough to ensure the high resolution. The highest frequency for this nozzle is 1250 Hz. Spray
deposition modeling uses computer numeric controls (CNC) to move the nozzles into position and
allows the thermal jet nozzle to lay down the material properly. The machine runs on G-code,
which is a type of code that can be translated into machine code easily. A MATLab code was made
to bring in 2D images and generate G-code interoperation of the image. To simplify the process
only black and white images were used. Figure 15 shows a plot generated by the MATLab code.
It shows each location that the droplets will be released. Products produced by spray deposition
modeling are shown in Figure 16, which shows the capabilities of printing strain sensors on
different substrates. The digital control of the stream is also capable of creating digital composites
that are able to have more functionality and enhance material properties. This digital processing
ensures the created composite is geometrically accurate. This process is also additive, which
enables the composite to be built layer by layer. Each layers and location could have different
composition of materials. The functionality could be realized by the materials design.

Figure 15. a) Black and white image of strain sensor model b) Droplet pattern
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Figure 16. Left) Printed pattern on aluminum plate Middle) Printed pattern on copper foil c)
Printed pattern on polyurethane film substrate

3.2. Processing of Carbon Nanotube/Polyurethane Strain Sensor
Multi-walled carbon nanotubes were used as printing materials. The purity of MWCNT is higher
than 90%. Substrates materials used in this work were polyurethane film. Most of the MWCNTs
have 30-50nm outer diameter and 1~10um length. Thermoplastic polyurethane utilized in this
work was supplied by SMP Technologies Inc. in pellet form. DMF solvent can be used to dissolve
pellets into solution. The pellets have a specific gravity of 1.25g/cm3.
The carbon nanotube powder needed to be dispersed in water to form a suspension for digital
printing. Generally, 0.1g MWCNT material was initially dispersed in 150ml water using a
sonication tip((1375-watts sonicator from Qsonica. LLC.). The surfactant X-100 was added to the
solvent to help dispersion. Good quality dispersion was achieved by sonication for 1h. It is
important to control the input energy and sonication time carefully to achieve optimized dispersion
quality. Since short sonication time and less energy cannot fully disperse HCNT in solvent, while
too long sonication time and too much power may damage MWCNT. The received CNT ink after
sonication has a stability for at least 1 week, as shown in Figure 17. Figure 18 shows the SEM
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images of carbon nanotube before and after sonication. It shows that the carbon nanotubes are
separated from the entangled state and formed a uniform conductive network.

Figure 17. Physical images of carbon nano-inks

Figure 18. SEM images of carbon nanotubes before and after sonication

MWCNTs/TPU strain sensors was processed through spray deposition modeling technique.
The process began with MWCNT water suspensions. After sonication, the suspension was then
placed into the thermal jet nozzle to be sprayed on to the substrate. While the substrate was heated,
the nozzle sprayed the material in the order given by the G-code. During the spraying process,
water evaporated and MWCNTs were deposited on the substrate. The digital fabrication of CNT
strain sensors is achieved by the process shown in Figure 19. For test simplicity, unidirectional
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strain sensors were fabricated with different numbers of printed layers from 10 to 50 layers
(interval is 10), as shown in Figure 20. Polyurethane films were used as substrates.

Figure 19. Schematic of the digital fabrication of CNT strain sensors through the SDM technique

Figure 20. Fabricated strain sensor with different printed CNT layers
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3.3. Processing of Highly Flexible Carbon Nanotube/PDMS Strain Sensor
First, PDMS and its curing agent (Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer Kit, Dow Corning) were mixed
in 10:1 weight ratio and cured in oven at 100°C for 1.5 hrs. Acid treatment (H2O2:H2SO4 = 1:3,
H2O2 30%; H2SO4 98%; purchased from Sigma-Aldrich) was performed to increase the
hydrophilicity of PDMS substrate for aqueous ink printing. PDMS substrate was treated in acid
for 5min and then rinsed with deionized water, and dried in the oven. After the surface modification
process, PDMS were obtained as a substrate with a thickness of 0.4mm and used for the further
printing process. Secondly, the prepared CNT ink was printed on the PDMS substrate using a
home-made spray deposition modeling printer. The pattern design of sensors was done in a CAD
software. Ink preparation, printer set-up and printing parameters are same as those mentioned in
previous section. After the printing process, copper wires were attached to the end of CNT patterns
and finally another layer of PDMS was cured on top of printed patterns to obtain the composite
strain sensors. Figure 21 schematically depicts the digital fabrication process of composite strain
sensors carried out through deposition CNT on PDMS substrate using SDM printing process.
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Figure 21. Schematic of the digital fabrication of composite strain sensors through the SDM
technique

3.4. Processing of Carbon Nanotube/Polyurethane Nanocomposites with Self-Heating
Properties
A three-step procedure was used to fabricate the CNT/SMP nanocomposites, as shown in Figure
22. First, SMP was dissolved in DMF at 70°C for 6hrs and after that, the hot solution was poured
into petri dishes. Samples were then dried in a vacuum oven at 90°C for 12hrs. The samples were
obtained as transparent films with a thickness of 70μm and used as substrates for the further
printing process. Second, the prepared CNT ink was printed on to the SMP substrate using spray
deposition modeling process, which is same as the process described in previous section. Finally,
the obtained nanocomposite was pressed at 140°C for 3min in a hot press to infiltrate thermoplastic
polyurethane into the CNT layers.
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Figure 22. Schematic of the fabrication process of CNT/TPU nanocomposites

3.5. Processing of Carbon Nanotube/Shape Memory Polymer Nanocomposites
Shape memory thermoplastic polyurethane pellets with a glass transition temperature(Tg) of 55°C
(SMP Technologies Inc.) were obtained from commercial sources and used as received. MWCNT
inks were printed on two types of substrate to produce CNT/SMP nanocomposites. One type of
substrate is SMP thin film. SMP was dissolved in DMF at 70°C for 6hrs and after that, the hot
solution was poured into petri dishes to produce thin film substrate. To test the shape recovery
performance, a ‘U’ shape CNT film was printed on polyurethane substrate. The left half side of
‘U’ shape has 20 printed CNT layers and the right half side of ‘U’ shape has 50 printed CNT layers.
Another substrate is honeycomb structured substrate. Shape memory polymer filaments were
fabricated through single-screw extruder and fused deposition modeling 3D printer was used to
print the CAD designed honeycomb structured substrate. A home-made single-screw extruder used
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in this study is shown in Figure 23. The raw materials used in this study were virgin SMP
thermoplastic pellets. During the extrusion process, extrusion temperature and extrusion speed
were set at 170°C and 8.7 mm/s. The extruded SMP filament was shown in Figure 24. The FDM
3D printer (Mbot printer) was used to fabricate honeycomb SMP structure. The nozzle temperature
was set at 210°C and the printing speed was set at 60mm/s for printing of all layers. 5 layers were
printed with each layer thickness of 0.2mm. The infill pattern deposition directions for different
layers were 45°and 135°, alternatively. The infill density was set at 100%. Then the prepared CNT
inks were printed on these honeycomb substrates.

Figure 23. Home-made single-screw extruder for SMP filament fabrication

Figure 24. Raw SMP pellet materials and extruded filament
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CHAPTOR FOUR: STRAIN SENSING PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
OF THE CNT/TPU NANOCOMPOSITES
4.1. Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted extensive attentions in the research community due to
their unique electrical and mechanical properties [110-112]. The electrical resistance of CNTs is
interestingly correlated to their mechanical deformation, which is called piezo-resistive effect
[113]. This electrical characteristic of CNTs coupled with their high mechanical strength makes
them a promising material for strain sensors. Piezo-resistive strain sensors are an interesting area
of industrial and academic research due to the growing demand for flexible and wearable
electronics [6-9], smart textiles [10] and structural health monitoring [11].
To create CNT based strain sensors with desired properties, various fabrication techniques have
been employed to date, including compression molding [86], solution casting [114], contact film
transfer [77, 115], screen printing [116, 117] and spray coating [76, 118]. Liu et al. [86] prepared
a carbon nanotube/graphene/polyurethane strain sensor by compression molding method. The
strain gauge factors were calculated to be 5.1 and 152.93 at 5 % and 30 % strain, respectively. A
higher strain sensitivity was obtained at a larger strain. Michelis et al. [82] employed inkjet printing
technique to fabricate a carbon nanotube based strain sensor. The gauge factor was found to be 0.9,
which is comparable to the gauge factor of commercially available metallic foil strain gauges.
While these techniques are able to create sensors, some challenges in fabrication have prevented
their widespread industrial applications. For instance, although the contact film transfer technique
is able to produce CNT strain sensors with good sensitivity, transferring film to substrate is timeconsuming and complex, often requiring a surface treatment of the substrate and multiple
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fabrication steps, which increase the overall cost of and limit the manufacturing scalability of this
technique. Conventional spray deposition processes often use an airbrush with large spray area to
fabricate strain sensors, but they are not able to deliver CNT materials to desired locations, thus
the materials cost increases during the fabrication process. Additionally, these techniques such as
film transfer and solution casting lack the ability to produce strain sensors with controlled strain
gauge factors.
To address some of the above-mentioned problems, this study reports a scalable and low-cost
method, known as spray deposition modeling (SDM), for fabricating carbon nanotube strain
sensors with desired gauge factors. SDM is a digital-controlled additive manufacturing process in
which the CNT ink droplets are supplied in the form of a stream to any desired location through
an x-y axis movable nozzle. Thus, as nozzle moves, the CNT patterns could be printed
continuously at different locations. The highest resolution of SDM is 100 dots per inch, which
enables the CNT patterns to be printed over the same area with precision and accuracy. The SDM
is also an additive manufacturing process, which enables the strain sensor to be built layer by layer
and has a minimum loss of the supplied material. Conventional film transfer, spray deposition or
solution casting technique do not have the layer-by-layer additive characteristics and
manufacturing accuracy, thus SDM is a more efficient method to produce CNT patterns. In this
study, CNT strain sensors on polyurethane substrate with high sensitivity were fabricated through
the SDM technique and the resulting sensing performance was examined.
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4.2. Materials Characterization
The electrical sheet resistance of printed strain sensors was measured at room temperature with a
four-point probe apparatus (Signatone Quadpro system). In order to investigate the effect of
applied strain on the electrical resistance of the fabricated strain sensors, three types of experiments
were performed using a MTS hydraulic 100kN test system including: (1) monotonic tensile test;
printed CNT strain sensors were stretched at a constant velocity of 2 mm/min (2) monotonic
compression test; Compression specimen was a 12.7 by 12.7 by 25.4 mm prism. The strain sensor
was bonded by adhesives to one face of this prism and aligned with the loading direction. The
compression specimens were compressed at a constant velocity of 2 mm/min (3) cyclic tensile test;
specimens were stretched/released at a constant displacement speed of 0.48 mm/min. Each cycle
takes 150 s, and after each cycle, the test system will hold on 20 s to allow for the recovery of
residual resistance change. Electrical resistance was measured in situ during tensile loading
employing a Fluke 45 digital multimeter that connected to PC to receive data. Copper wires were
attached to the two ends of printed CNT strain sensors with silver paste to ensure the accurate
electrical resistance test.
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Figure 25. Photograph of experimental set-up for acquisition of mechanical strain and electrical
resistance data

4.3. Results and Disscusions
4.3.1 Electrical resistance measurement
The electrical sheet resistance of printed carbon nanotube strain sensors were tested at different
locations. Eight locations were chosen to determine the sheet resistance of tested samples, as
shown in Figure 26 (a). The sheet resistance of strain sensors with different printed CNT layers at
each location was plotted in Figure 26 (b). In the experiments, it was found that the sheet resistance
for one sample at different locations does not have many variations, which confirms the uniformity
of printed CNT strain sensor. The average values of sheet resistance and the thickness of tested
samples with different printed CNT layers were plotted in Figure 26 (c). With the increasing of
number of layers, the thickness of CNT layers increase whereas the sheet resistance of printed
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sensors showed an exponential decrease. It is expected that the more carbon nanotubes in the
sensors, the more conductive paths are formed so the sheet resistance decreases a lot. Further
compacting and distribution of the nanotube network also contribute to the decrease of sheet
resistance. With 50 layers CNT printed, the sheet resistance of CNT layers is 18.76 Ω /sq. which
is much lower than the value ~760 Ω /sq [119] and ~78 Ω /sq [120] of fabricated CNT films in
previously published articles. The uniformity and low sheet resistance of printed strain sensors can
be attributed to the homogeneous dispersion of CNT in the aqueous solution and the effectiveness
of the optimized SDM process.

Figure 26. (a) Schematic illustration of location selected for measuring sheet resistance. (b) Sheet
resistance of sensors at different locations. (c) Sheet resistance curve of sensors with different
printed CNT layers
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4.3.2 Strain sensing capabilities
Strain sensors with different number of printed CNT layers were tested to examine the effect of
the number of printed CNT layers on the sensitivity of strain sensors. The density of the CNT
networks could be controlled by altering the number of printed CNT layers.
The representative resistance change-strain data recorded under tension for the CNT strain sensors
is shown in Figure 27. It was found that there is a slight nonlinear relationship between the
increasing of resistance and strain. It seems that as strain increases, the increasing of electrical
resistance is a little bit faster. That is possibly due to the CNT networks were damaged
inhomogenously at a higher strain and thus the resistance increases faster. Additionally, the CNT
network was only stretched slightly in the loading direction at low strain, and the other conduction
networks may form in other directions due to the compression in the perpendicular direction, so
the resistance change may be slow at the beginning of stretching. Therefore, a small nonlinearity
was observed in these strain sensors, but overall the resistance could be seen as increasing linearly
with the strain (R2>0.96) for all the sensors. A gauge factor was used to characterize the strain
sensing properties of carbon nanotube strain sensor [121]:

Κ 

ΔR/R 0
ε

(1)

where: R 0 is the resistance of carbon nanotube strain sensor without strain, ΔR is the resistance
change under strain, ε is the strain and K is the gauge factor. Figure 28 (a) showed the linear fit of
resistance change – strain relationship for sensors with 50 printed CNT layers. The gauge factors
was obtained as the slope of fitted lines.
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Figure 27. Resistance change–strain relationship of printed CNT sensors with different number
of printing layers

As shown in Figure 28 (b), strain sensors with more printed CNT layers showed a larger strain
gauge factor indicating that the sensor sensitivity could be tuned by simply altering the number of
printed CNT layers. For the strain sensor with small number of CNT layers, the resistance at an
un-stretched state is high due to the loose CNT network. Compared with this original resistance
value, the resistance change is small which can explain why this sensor has a low gauge factor. In
addition, a loose network could cause an inefficient load transfer within the CNT network.
Therefore, the sensor with thin CNT layers has a lower sensitivity than the one with thick CNT
layers. This behavior was also observed in previous reports [122, 123]. For each kind of samples,
a group of five samples was tested. A variation of less than 10 % was observed, which indicated
the good repeatability of strain sensors fabricated by SDM process. The highest gauge factor
obtained in this study is 6.42, which is higher than the value of ~2 [124] reported for conventional
metallic foil strain gauges, the value of ~0.9 [82] and ~2.8 [125] reported for strain sensors
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fabricated by conventional spray-based technique. The gauge factors calculated in this study are
lower than those high values of sensors fabricated by contact film transfer [77] or compression
molding method [86], because the carbon nanotube strain sensors fabricated by those methods
could have denser CNT network or stronger interfacial bonding with polymer due to the applied
pressure during fabrication process. Thus, the sensor may show higher sensitivity in those cases.
Overall, although the strain gauge factors of sensors we developed by SDM are lower than those
value of sensors fabricated by contact film transfer and compression molding, these values are
high among those of sensors fabricated by spray-based method, which is a method that could
fabricate sensors continuously with lower cost.

Figure 28. (a) Linear fit of the resistance change–strain plot for the sensor with 50 printed CNT
layers (b) Gauge factors of sensors with different printed CNT layers

Figure 28 (a) also shows the compressive elastic piezoresistive response of fabricated strain
sensors. In the elastic region under compression, carbon nanotube networks were further
compacted resulting in more conductive paths to reduce the electrical resistance of composite
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sensors. It can be seen that under compression, the resistance of strain sensors also increased
linearly with the strain indicating that these strain sensors are capable of measuring strain under
compression condition. The gauge factor of sensors under compression is 4.51, which is lower
than the gauge factor obtained at tension condition. One possible reason is that when carbon
nanotube networks were further compacted under compression, the decreasing of overall electrical
resistance resulting from the reducing of contact resistance between carbon nanotubes is limited,
whereas the intrinsic electrical resistance of carbon nanotubes become more dominant to determine
the overall resistance [126]. At this elastic strain range, the intrinsic electrical resistance of carbon
nanotube will not decrease a lot, thus the fabricated sensors showed less sensitivity under
compression state than under tension state.
To examine the strain-dependence behavior under a cyclic loading, strain profiles in Figure 29 (a)
were applied to the CNT strain sensor with 50 printed layers. As shown in Figure 29 (b), the printed
strain sensor exhibits a hysteretic behavior at the stretching/releasing cycle possibly due to a
hysteretic behavior of the polymer substrate [79]. Creep and relaxation have been reported in the
tensile properties of polyurethane [127], thus during stretching/releasing cycle, it is possible that
the polymer substrate cannot react rapidly as the strain changes, so the breakdown and reconnection of contacts within the CNT network may occur at disparate time scales. Hysteresis may
also be caused by the friction and poor interfacial adhesion between CNTs and the polymer
substrate [113]. Additionally, the intrinsic hysteretic behavior of CNTs may also be a possible
reason for the hysteretic behavior of piezoresistive strain sensors [128]. During the releasing cycle
of stress, the CNTs try to regain their original stretched state, so there may be a time difference
between the change of strain and the change of electrical resistance. However, the resistance
recovers to its original value in less than 20 s. A shorter delay time was found compared to the
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previous study [129]. Moreover, non-recoverable resistance has not been found in the printed
sensor, which is better than other reported sensors [79, 85].

Figure 29. Relative resistance change history of sensors with 50 printed CNT layers at (a) Cyclic
stretching/releasing (a1) Relative resistance change versus time (a2) Strain versus time (b) first
stretching/releasing cycle

The resistance responses of first 5 cycles and cycle 26-30 are shown in Figure 30 (a). Figure 30 (b)
shows the resistance change plotted as a function of the number of cycles. During the first 5 cycles,
the electrical resistance change decreases, possibly because the breakdown of original CNT
networks results in an inefficient load transfer in CNT networks thus affects their sensitivity.
However, after 5 cycles, the electrical resistance change was nearly stabilized. In all thirty cycles,
the sensor shows a good sensitivity to the applied strain and a full recovery of resistance after
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releasing of strain. These results indicated that the printed carbon-nanotube strain sensor exhibited
good durability and stability under cyclic loading.

Figure 30. Relative resistance change history of sensors with 50 printed CNT layers at (a1) first 5
and (a2) 26-30 loading cycles (b) Maximum resistance change ratio for each loading cycle

4.4. Conclusion
This study employed a new spray deposition modeling technique to fabricate carbon nanotube
strain sensors to monitor the strain based on the piezo-effect of carbon nanotubes. This fabrication
technique has an exquisite print path control that enables the fabrication of CNT sensors with
desired geometries and strain gauge factors. The additive characteristic of this fabrication
technique has an advantage of saving material. A large scale production could be realized by
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applying multiple spraying nozzles. Therefore, this SDM technique can overcome the drawbacks
of the conventional fabrication technique of CNT strain sensors and provide an efficient way to
manufacture CNT strain sensors that could work with high sensitivity. Due to the flexibility of this
SDM fabrication technique, the properties of strain sensors could be easily tuned by controlling
the number of printing layers of CNT sensors.
The relationship between the change in electrical resistance and the applied strain of carbon
nanotube sensors was studied. All the printed sensors exhibited good linearity of electromechanical response and high sensitivity. Strain sensors were fabricated with different numbers
of printed carbon nanotube layers from 10 to 50 layers and strain gauge factors were measured in
a range of 0.61-6.42. It was concluded that as the number of printed CNT layers increases, the
sensitivity of CNT strain sensors increases. The highest gauge factor of is 6.42, which is higher
than that of metallic foil strain sensors. Moreover, upon the dynamic cyclic loading, all the printed
carbon-nanotube strain sensors exhibited excellent durability and stability at cyclic strain.
Particularly, the printed strain sensors are soft thin films that could either be embedded in structures
or on the surface of structures, which coupled with their superior sensing capabilities prepare them
for practical applications.
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CHAPTOR FIVE: STRAIN SENSING PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
OF THE HIGHLY FLEXIBLE CNT/PDMS NANOCOMPOSITES
5.1. Introdcution
Stretchable and flexible sensors have attracted considerable attention for their potential
applications in wearable electronics[130], smart textiles[131], soft robotics[132] and structural
health monitoring[11]. Monitoring human body motion has drawn great interests for developing
artificial skin and healthcare-related wearable electronics [133-135]. Strain sensors that allow the
mechanical deformations to be quantified through corresponding electrical signals have been a
promising engineering tool for human body motion detection. Commercially available metal based
strain sensors have limited stretchability (typically ~5%) and sensitivity(~2 of gauge factor) to
detect large-scale human motions like bending of arms or hands[80]. As such, there is a pressing
need to develop stretchable and wearable strain sensors with high sensitivity for monitoring human
motions. Composites have attracted considerable attention due to their ability to combine the
matrix and reinforcement to achieve excellent functional properties[102, 103], and composites
consist of flexible polymer matrix and piezo-resistive filler have been a promising candidate for
flexible and wearable strain sensors[136, 137].
To fabricate strain sensors with desired properties, various piezo-resistive filler have been used to
date, including metal nanomaterials[138], graphene[139, 140], and carbon nanotubes(CNT)[82,
141]. In particular, CNTs have been used extensively for flexible strain sensors due to their unique
electrical and mechanical properties[110, 111]. The high aspect ratio of carbon nanotubes makes
them entangled to form internal conductive network, and the network could breakdown when
stretched and reconstruct when the strain released, showing a measurable electrical resistance
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change. Several studies have been conducted on the flexible strain sensors based on carbon
nanotube and elastomers. For instance, CNTs were spray-deposited on a PDMS substrate to
prepare a strain sensor, which could accommodate strain up to 150% for detection of large-scale
human motions[141]. Besides this, strain sensors based on carbon nanotube and graphene were
fabricated by compression molding method to investigate the synergistic effect of bifiller on strain
sensing. The produced strain sensors exhibited a high sensitivity with a gauge factor of 152.93 at
30 % strain[86].
However, most of previously-reported sensors were fabricated through expensive and complex
processes without controllable sensitivity or good response linearity for measuring diverse human
motions. Additionally, these techniques such as film transfer and solution casting are only capable
of producing strain sensors with simple rectangle geometry to measure strain in a single direction,
but for monitoring human motion with complicated strain condition, strain sensors that can
measure strain from multi-direction are favorable. Furthermore, in most of previous reports, the
ability of strain sensors to detect human motion was just demoed and the accuracy of the strain
data obtained from the sensors has rarely been reported.
To overcome these problems, in this work, we develop highly stretchable and wearable strain
sensors with adjustable sensitivity by using a digitally-controlled spray deposition modeling (SDM)
printer to incorporate CNT layers into PDMS substrate. The CNT layers were printed on the PDMS
substrate by SDM technique which is an additive and layer-by-layer method for producing CNT
layers with controllable thickness and desired patterns[142]. Strain sensors with different printing
cycles of CNT layer were fabricated to investigate the effect of CNT thickness on the sensing
properties. Two types of flexible strain sensors, unidirectional-type and rosette-type sensors, were
fabricated to investigate the ability of strain sensors to detect human motions and their performance
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was characterized. Moreover, to demonstrate the feasibility and accuracy of fabricated strain
sensors for monitoring human motions, strain information obtained from the fabricated strain
sensors was compared with the measured human muscle-induced strain recorded by camera system.
In comparison with previously reported CNT/elastomer composite strain sensors, our sensors
possesses remarkable advantages, such as high stretchability, high sensitivity as well as high
accuracy, and especially, the rosette-typed sensors are able to elaborate complex strain condition.
Additionally, the sensors are fabricated with the help of digital additive printing technique which
is cost-effective and scalable. Such properties can give these strain sensors great application
potential in wearable electronics, human-machine interaction and other related areas.

5.2. Characterization
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss-Ultra 55) was used to examine the morphology of the
composite strain sensors under an accelerating voltage of 10kV. The strain sensing test were
carried out on a MTS hydraulic 100kN test system. Specimens were stretched/released at a
constant frequency of 0.2 Hz. Real-time electrical resistance was measured during the tests using
a Fluke 45 digital multi-meter connected to a PC that records data through LabView software.
Silver paste electrodes were coated to the two ends of sensors to reduce the contact resistance.

5.3. Result and Discussion
In this study, polydimethylsilicone (PDMS) was utilized as flexible substrate for composite strain
sensors owing to their high elasticity and fast response speed to strain[136]. However, the surface
of PDMS substrate is highly hydrophobic with very low surface energy[143]. Therefore,
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appropriate surface modification of PDMS is required to increase the wetting of aqueous CNT ink.
In this work, we used an inexpensive approach involving chemical treatment in acid solution to
render the hydrophilicity of PDMS surface. Static contact angles were measured with water by
using a calibrated syringe and a digital camera. The contact angle value measured is shown in
Figure 31. It is observed that with 5 mins treatment, the contact angle reduced from 95°to 54°,
which is beneficial for printing of aqueous ink. The hydrophilicity improvement of PDMS surface
could be attribute to an oxidized surface where Si-CH3 bonds was attacked by the strong acid
oxidizer to form a hydrophilic Si-OH group[144].

Figure 31. The contact angle between water and PDMS substrate before and after acid treatment

To control the thickness of CNT layer in composites, different numbers of printing cycles were
performed. Figure 32 shows the CNT layers that fabricated with different numbers of printing
cycles from 10 to 50 with an interval of 10 layers. It shows that the CNT layer became darker as
printing cycle increases, indicating the increasing of thickness of CNT layer. It should be noticed
that when the printing number is small, the deposited CNT layer is not perfectly uniform because
of the “coffee ring” effect with CNT dispersion[145], but as the printing number increases, more
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homogenous CNT layer is formed. The fabricated strain sensors are shown in Figure 32(b), which
indicating the excellent stretchability.
(a)

(b)
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Figure 32. (a) Optical images of CNT layers printed with 10, 20, 30, 40 cycles; (b) photograph of
the strain sensor subjected to 40% strain

To identify the morphology of the printed pristine CNT layer on PDMS substrate, cross-section
SEM images of CNT layers obtained by 10 and 50 printing cycles were shown in Figure 33(a) and
(b), respectively. Figure 33(c) clearly shows that CNTs were uniformly deposited on PDMS
substrate to form a dense and continuous conductive network without the agglomeration of CNTs,
owing to the homogenous dispersion of CNTs in water as well as the optimized and effective SDM
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printing process. The thickness of CNT layers obtained by different number of printing cycles
could be acquired from the SEM images, as plotted in Figure 34(a). As the number of printing
cycles increase, the CNT layer becomes thicker correspondingly, indicating the tunable CNT layer
thickness by controlling the number of printing cycles. The thickness of CNT layers was 1.6, 3.2,
5.4, 7.2, 8.4μm, which corresponds to 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 printing cycles. Figure 34(b) and (c) shows
the morphology of the fractured surface of CNT/PDMS composite, where the PDMS resin fully
impregnated throughout CNT networks indicating a good interfacial bonding between matrix and
fillers. The “sandwich” layered structure with one CNT embedded composite layer was also
confirmed from Figure 34(b).

Figure 33. Cross-section SEM images of pristine CNT layers on PDMS substrate with (a) 10; (bc) 50 printing cycles; (d) CNT layer thickness as a function of printing cycle number; Crosssection SEM images of CNT/PDMS composite with 50 printing cycles of CNT layer
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Figure 34. (a) CNT layer thickness as a function of printing cycle number; (b-c) Cross-section
SEM images of CNT/PDMS composite with 50 printing cycles of CNT layer

The thickness effect of CNT layers on the strain sensing property of the composite sensors was
investigated by comparing the sensors made from different printing cycles of CNT layer. The strain
sensors with area of 15x50 mm2 and thickness of 0.5mm were prepared for sensing testing, and
were named as CPx, where x denotes the printing cycles of CNT layer. These composite strain
sensors were characterized with regard to the applied strain under tension, and the strain sensors
were stretched up to 45% strain until the plastic deformation was found. Figure 35(a) shows the
representative resistance change-strain data. All the sensors exhibited similar piezoresistive
responses to the strain, and with increasing strain, the electrical resistance of all the sensors
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increased. The strain-dependent responses of the sensors were found to have two regions. In low
strain region (less than 10%), the stretching of CNT network was just initiated in the loading
direction, and there are still many CNT junctions due to the compression of transverse direction,
so the resistance change was slow at the beginning of the stretching. The linear increasing of
electrical resistance as the strain increases became stable after the initiation stage. In particular,
the sensitivity of the fabricated sensors could be modulated by simply tailoring the printing cycles
of printed CNT layer to accommodate diverse sensing requirements. As shown in Figure 35(a),
the resistance of composite strain sensors with more printed CNT layers increased significantly,
indicating that the sensors with more CNT layers were more sensitive to applied strain. This is
possibly explained by the conducting mechanism in the CNT network [126]. At un-stretched state,
strain sensors with thicker CNT layer have a higher density CNT network and more CNT joints,
thus the contact resistance between CNTs dominantly determines the overall resistance. When the
strain was applied, the cracking occurred in the CNT network resulting in the disconnection of
most CNT joints so that the connection mode transfers to the tunneling state where a large increase
of electrical resistance exists. However, for sensors with thinner CNT layer, the CNT joint is few
at original state and the conducting mechanism transition is less visible so that they are insensitive
to external stimulus.
Generally, the gauge factor [Κ  (R/R 0 ) / ε] was calculated to determine the sensitivity of
composite strain sensors [121], where R 0 is the resistance of carbon nanotube strain sensor
without strain, ΔR is the resistance change under strain, ε is the strain and K is the gauge factor.
For all the sensors, the electrical resistance increased linearly with the strain (R2>0.98), and the
gauge factors are almost constant after the initiation stage (Figure 35 inset). This good linearity is
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of vital importance in precise sensing of strains, and the gauge factor of all sensors are plotted in
Figure 35(b), suggesting that the desire controllability of gauge factors, which is beneficial to
diverse applications.
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Figure 35. (a) Resistance change–strain relationship of composite sensors with different CNT
layer thickness (b) Corresponding gauge factors

Three types of resistances contribute to the overall resistance of CNT networks. The first is the
intrinsic resistance of CNT, Rcnt, the second is the contact resistance RC (resistance between CNTs
that are physically in contact), and the third is the tunneling resistance Rt (resistance between CNTs
that are separated by a small insulating layer)[126]. The change of intrinsic resistance under
applied strain is much smaller than the change of other two types of resistances, thus the variation
of intrinsic resistance become irrelevant on the electrical behavior of the composite strain sensor.
Based on this description, the overall resistance change is mainly attributed to the change of Rc
and Rt:

ΔR C  ΔR T
ΔR

Ro
Ro
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(2)

According to the previous report, CNTs could be regarded as elastic materials[146], thus at low
strain, most of the CNTs are still connected, the change of the tunneling resistance is a dominant
phenomenon. Tunneling resistance is usually expressed by the equation below[147]:

RT 

1
C1

d
K

exp(C 2 K d)

(3)

The constants C1 and C2 are 3.16x1010 and 1.0125, respectively. K is the height of the energy
barrier (1ev for PDMS)[138], and d is the distance between CNT ends. At low strain, ΔR/R o
could be defined as follows:

ΔR

Ro

1
C1

d
K

1 d0
exp(C 2 K d 0 )
C1 K
d

exp(C 2 K (d - d 0 )) - 1
d0
exp(C 2 K d 0 )

exp(C 2 K d) 1 d0
C1 K

(4)

Where d and d0 are the distance between CNT ends under the applied strain and the un-stretched
state, respectively. The d could be assumed as:
d  (1  ε)d 0

(5)

According to equation:

ln(

ΔR  R o
)  ln(1  ε)  1.0125d 0 ε
Ro

(6)

By fitting the line, we can get d0=3.9A,
ΔR
 (1   )exp(3.95 ) - 1
Ro

(7)

Figure 36 shows the experimental data match well with the theoretical model used in equation (7).
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Figure 36. Experimental data and analytical solution of relationship between resistance change
and strain change.

The transition from the non-sensitive to sensitive region, i.e. the strain at which the contact areas
of CNT network start reducing significantly and the crack starts to form, is defined as critical strain.
At high strain, the cracks generate and propagate in CNT networks under stretching, which
significantly limit the electrical conduction through CNT networks. With increasing of strain, the
number and width of cracks also increase, but as shown in SEM image in Figure 37, some CNT
networks still bridge the cracks, preventing the entire rupture of conduction network. Figure 37
schematically depicts the resistance change mechanism under stretching in CNT networks. To
understand the resistance change behavior, we developed a simple model to describe it.
Crack density could be described as:
ρ  A(ε  ε c )
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(8)

where A is a constant that equal to A 

E
2hσ

And resistance change could be expressed approximately as
ΔR
 Bε  Cρ n
Ro

(9)

B is the piezoelectric constant of the composites, C and n are the constants related to matrix
cracking.
ΔR
 Bε  CA n (ε  ε c ) n
Ro

(10)

By fitting the data in Figure 36, constant B and C could be obtained as:
ΔR
 7.89  31.05(   c )0.95
Ro

(11)

The experimental data also fits well with this analytical solution at high strain, as shown in Figure
38. Therefore, the overall resistance change as strain increases could be described as:

(0     c )
ΔR
(1   )exp(3.95 ) - 1
 
c 0.95
Ro

(   c )
7.89  31.05(   )

Figure 37. Resistance change mechanism under stretching in CNT networks
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(12)

Figure 38. Experimental data and analytical solution of relationship between resistance change
and strain change at high strain

The highest gauge factor obtained in this study is 35.75 of the CP50 sensors, which is higher than
the value of most recently reported composite strain sensors. Moreover, the CNT/PDMS strain
sensors were capable of measuring tensile strain up to 45%, which is more desirable for monitoring
human motions compared to commercially available metallic strain gauges. Generally, the joint
movement of human body results in less than 50% strain[137], thus the fabricated composite strain
sensors holds a great promise for monitoring human motions.
To examine the response repeatability and durability of the strain sensors, repeated stretching and
releasing cycles were applied to strain sensors. Figure 39(a) shows the resistance change of CP50
sensor at the first stretching/releasing response. It demonstrated that the sensors exhibited a fully
recoverable electrical resistance with negligible hysteresis upon the releasing of strain. This could
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be attributed to the strong interfacial bonding between the CNTs and PDMS in composite sensors,
where the polymer matrix was tightly trapped in the dense CNT network. As shown in Figure
39(b), sensors under three different strain all present excellent resistance recoverability and
reproducibility. Figure 39(c) shows the long-time piezo-resistive behavior of CP50 composite
strain sensor during 100 stretching-releasing cycles. The electrical resistance change at 30% strain
maintained constantly at the beginning couples of cycles, but over 60 cycles, the electrical
resistance change starts to show a slight increase gradually. This could be interpreted by the
permanent damage of the CNT conductive networks. After high number of loading-unloading
cycles, the cracks in the network propagate resulting in the unrecoverable resistance change. Figure
39(d) represents the resistance change at 45% strain plotted as a function of the loading cycle
numbers and the drift of resistance change is only 20% after 100 cycles, indicating a good
durability for practical application.
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Figure 39. Pieoresistive response of CP50 (a) at first stretching/releasing cycle (b) under
different strains (c) during 100 loading-unloading cycles; (d) at 45% strain plotted as a function
of the loading cycle numbers

In practical application of the strain sensor, environmental factors such as temperature should be
taken into consideration. Hence, we studied the dependence of piezoresistive behavior of
composite strain sensors on temperature. Figure 40 shows that the resistance increases shapely as
temperature increases at low temperature (less than 50), indicating a positive temperature
coefficient trend. This could be explained by the difference between thermal expansion coefficient
of PDMS and CNTs(for PDMS: ~3.2x10-4 K-1, for CNT: ~1 to 2x10-5 K-1)[148, 149]. When
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temperature increases, PDMS expands a lot resulting in larger distance between conductive CNTs
so that the resistance increases. Interestingly, at higher temperature, the electrical resistance keeps
unchanged even slightly decreases as temperature increases. This is possibly because CNTs
themselves usually exhibit show a negative thermal coefficient behavior (the resistivity decreases
as temperature increases)[150]. As temperature increases, the electrons at inner metallic shells of
CNTs could be thermally activated to participate electric conductance. Thus, at higher temperature,
there is a competition between the resistance reduction results from expansion of CNT networks
and the resistance increase results from the intrinsic resistivity decrease of CNTs, which leads to
a slightly changed electrical resistance.
As shown in Figure 40(inset), the gauge factor decreases when temperature increases. The most
possible reason proposed for this is the weaker binding resulting from the different thermal
expansion ratio between PDMS and CNTs. When the binding is weaker, load transfer between
PDMS and CNT network is inefficient so that the sensors turns to be less sensitive to the applied
strain[146]. In addition, the un-stretched resistance of strain sensors increases a lot when
temperature increases, thus compared with this original value, the resistance change is smaller and
a lower gauge factor is achieved. The deviation of gauge factor in the temperature sensitivity is as
low as 13.2%, which is even lower than the deviation caused by the manufacturing and test error
(~15%). Therefore, the temperature effects on sensitivity could be compensated when measuring
strains using the fabricated strain sensors. However, it should be noted that a hysteretic behavior
of electrical resistance recovery was observed when temperature increased. This is probably due
to the sliding of CNTs inside polymer matrix caused by the difference of thermal expansion ratio.
After the release of strain, the moved CNT cannot rapidly return back to their original position
which leads to the hysteresis[151].
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Figure 40. Dependence of piezoresistive behavior of composite strain sensors on temperature

The fabricated strain sensors can be used for wearable electronics applications, because they are
flexible to be easily attached to human body parts. To examine their capability of monitoring
human motion, the CP50 strain sensors were attached to human wrist to monitor diverse motions.
To best of our knowledge, so far, all sensors only demo the capability of showing resistance change
when human body moves, but the accuracy to quantification the muscle-induced strain was rarely
reported. In this study, the strain data obtained from the correlated piezoresistive signal was
compared with the actual strain information got from the camera system (the camera set up is
shown in Figure 41). During the experiment, we attached 3 mm in diameter passive reflective
markers to the strain sensor (4 on unidirectional-type sensor and 12 on rosette-type sensor).
Kinematic data of markers location were acquired by using a 9-camera motion capture system
(OptiTrack Prime 13W, NaturalPoint Inc., USA) at a frame rate of 240 FPS. We set the maximum
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residual value to 2.7 mm, and completed the system calibration with a mean 3D error of 0.411 mm
before the experiment.

Figure 41. Camera systems for recording the strain data

As shown in Figure 42(a), we considered the relaxing straight wrist as the initial state. Three
motions at different bending angles were carried out to evaluate the sensing performance of the
composite strain sensor. Four markers were fixed on the top of the strain sensors and the camera
system tracked the X-Y-Z locations of markers when marker moves. Figure 42(b) shows the
location differences between markers when tester’s wrist moves. Strains of wrist were calculated
from the changes of distance between markers from initial state to bend state. The calculated strains
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under different motions were shown in Figure 43(a). When the wrist of tester moves, the strain
sensors recorded specific resistance signal changes (Figure 43 (b)) for each motion. The similar
signal changes were observed when the same motion were repeated, which represents a good
durability of fabricated sensors for monitoring motions. By using the gauge factors obtained from
previous tensile tests, maximum trains for three motions were calculated as 5.49%, 13.39% and
23.65%, respectively. The strains obtained from strain sensor were slightly larger than the strain
obtained from camera, as shown in Figure 44(a). This is possibly because the camera recorded
strain is obtained by calculating the linear distance between the two markers, but actually the strain
sensors curved a little bit when wrist bend, and the actual strain is larger than the calculated value.
However, the strain sensor represents the actual strain value when wrist bend. Thus, there is a
slightly difference between the camera recorded strain and strain sensor recorded strain. Figure
44(b) shows the maximum strains recorded by camera and strain sensors under diverse motions,
and the difference is less than 20%, indicating that strain sensors could be used to accurately
quantify the amount of muscle-induced strain.

Figure 42. (a) Photographs of the unidirectional strain sensor attached to tester’s wrist with three
different motions; (b) location differences between markers when tester’s wrist moves
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Figure 43. (a) Strain profile obtain from camera; (b) electrical resistance signal changes of strain
sensor;

Figure 44. (a) Comparison of strain obtained by camera with strain obtained by strain sensor in
first bending cycle (b) maximum strains recorded by camera and strain sensors in first bending
cycle under diverse bending angles

Human body deformation is generally multidirectional, which cannot be accurately monitored by
single-directional strain sensors. Due to flexibility of the SDM fabrication, muti-axial strain
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sensors were fabricated to monitor complicated strain. A rosette-shaped strain sensor was
fabricated with an intersecting angle of 120°. As shown in Figure 45, the fabricated rosette-shaped
strain sensor was mounted on the tester’s wrist. Figure 46(a) shows the strain recorded by camera
of each individual strain sensors during the cyclic bending motions of wrist. Figure 46(b) shows
the corresponding electrical resistance changes of each individual sensors. Maximum strains
calculated from the signal changes of three individual sensors were 6.29%, 2.45% and 0.82%,
respectively, which is only slightly different from the strain recorded by camera, indicating the
accuracy of the strain sensors to monitor the human motions. In particular, the strain along the
direction of bending is larger than other directions, which is reasonable that during the bending of
wrist, the major deformation is along the bending direction. Additionally, using this multi-direction
strain sensors, the strain along other direction could be identified. According to the defined
coordinated system and equations, the principal strain and their angle of orientation was calculated
to be 6.43% and 8.4°, enabling to monitor complicated human motions.

Figure 45. Photographs of the rosette-type strain sensor attached to tester’s wrist
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Figure 46. (a) strain recorded by camera of each individual strain sensors (b) electrical resistance
changes of each individual sensors

5.4. Conclusion
In summary, CNT/PDMS strain sensors were fabricated by printing a CNT dispersion on PDMS
substrate using SDM device, which is a digitally-controlled, cost-effective, additive and
continuous process. The fabricated strain sensors show a high strechablity (~45%) and high
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sensitivity (~35 gauge factor) as well as good linear relationship between the applied strain and
electrical resistance change. Furthermore, the CNT/PDMS strain sensor showed small hysteresis
and excellent durability under cyclic loading-unloading. The printing cycles of CNT layer could
be controlled to tune strain gauge factor according to the requirement. We also demonstrated that
using the digital printing technique, unidirectional or multidirectional strain sensors could be
manufactured to monitor complicated deformation of human motion. Besides, the strains obtained
from CNT/PDMS sensors were compared with the camera recorded strain, and only less than 20%
deviation was found, demonstrating the great accuracy of fabricated sensors to quantify the amount
of strain. The facial fabrication of this high-performance layered CNT/PDMS strain sensors,
combining their high sensitivity, strechability and accuracy, paves a new way for the fabrication
of wearable strain sensors for monitoring human motions.
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CHAPTOR SIX: SELF-HEATING PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF
THE CNT/TPU NANOCOMPOSITES
6.1. Introduction
Carbon nanotubes(CNTs) have become prominent smart materials due to their unique electrical
and thermal properties[3, 152]. They are commonly used as an electrically conductive
reinforcement to prepare conductive polymer composites[86, 114, 153, 154], which can act as
electric heating elements for many industrial applications, such as deicing of aircraft[155], engine
preheater[156] and plane heater[90]. In electric heating elements, electrical energy can be
converted into heat energy through the process of joule heating[13]. Traditionally, electrical
heating elements are made by metallic materials like Kanthal or nichrome[157]. However, the
metal heating devices have several drawbacks such as easy oxidization, small heating area and low
energy conversion efficiency[90]. Therefore, carbon nanotube reinforced polymer composites
have attracted extensive attentions for their potential application as an electrical heater due to their
light weight, oxidization resistance, low manufacturing cost and high energy efficiency[12-17].
Isaji et al.[14] investigated the heating performance of carbon nanotube/polyethylene composite
films, and the maximum surface temperature of their films can reach 125°C within less than 100s
when electrical power was up to 1.73W. Yan et al.[17] also reported a composite film that consists
of carbon nanotube and polydimethylsiloxane as electric heating elements, and a maximum
temperature 150°C was obtained even at a low applied power of 0.8W. These quick heating
behaviors suggested that carbon nanotube based conductive composite is a promising candidate as
a high efficient electric heater.
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While these CNT/SMP composites showed a quick temperature raising, some challenges in their
fabrication and properties have prevented their widespread industrial applications. For instance,
for SMP composites using mixed carbon nanotubes, it is difficult to disperse carbon nanotubes
homogeneously, thus to obtain the desired electrical resistivity, higher loading of carbon nanotube
is required, which may lead to high manufacturing cost and processing difficulties. For SMP
composites using carbon nanotube buckypapers, their electrical resistivity is usually extremely low
so that the electrical current may concentrate at sharp corners and may cause the local overheating
problem.
Fabrication of composites using digital printing technique is an efficient way to address some of
the above-mentioned problems, since it can provide process flexibility as well as well-designed
composite properties[55, 158, 159]. This study developed a spray deposition modeling(SDM)
technique for fabricating CNT/SMP composites with desirable self-heating and actuation
properties. SDM is a digital fabrication process that similar to the conventional inkjet printing
technique, but SDM is an additive manufacturing process that is capable of fabricating carbon
nanotubes (CNT) layers with variable thickness and arbitrary patterns to obtain the tunable
properties in defined locations. In this paper, shape memory polymer composites incorporated with
printed carbon nanotube layers were manufactured and investigated. The investigations were
focused on the electrical heating performance and shape recovery behaviors of obtained CNT/SMP
composites.

6.2. Characterization
The surface morphology of CNT/SMP nanocomposites was examined using a scanning electron
microscopy(SEM, Zeiss-Ultra 55) under an accelerating voltage of 10kV. Prior to testing, the
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specimens were sputter-coated with a thin layer of platinum-gold to reduce charging artefacts for
clearer view. The sheet resistance of CNT/SMP nanocomposites was measured at room
temperature with a four-point probe apparatus(Signatone Quadpro system). The surface thermal
images and the surface temperature of CNT/SMP composite were obtained using an infrared
temperature camera(FLIR E30). The voltage was supplied by a DC power supply(Volteq
HY10010EX).

6.3. Results and Discussion
6.3.1 Structure and morphology
To identify the surface morphology of the pristine CNT layers on SMP films, surface SEM images
of CNT layers obtained by 50 printing cycles was shown in Figure 47(a). Pristine CNT layers were
found to be uniformly deposited on the SMP substrates, which can be attributed to the
homogeneous dispersion of CNT in the aqueous solution and the effectiveness of the optimized
SDM process. A dense CNT network was formed by the entangled CNTs due to van der Waals
forces, electrostatic forces, and    interactions between the CNTs. The surface morphology,
cross-section morphology under low and high magnification of CNT/SMP composites after the
hot-pressing process were shown in Figure 47(b)-(d), respectively. In the Figure 47(b) and (d),
regions with dark color indicated the SMP polymer matrix and the brighter spot indicated the
distribution of CNTs. It was observed that the SMP resin fully impregnated throughout CNT
networks and a continuous CNT network was established in CNT/SMP composite. The thickness
of embedded CNT layers with 50 printing cycles was 3.5μm, as shown in Figure 47(c).
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Figure 47. SEM images of (a) surface of pristine CNT layers with 50 printing cycles; (b) surface
(c) cross-section under low magnification (d) cross-section under high magnification of
CNT/SMP composites with 50 printed CNT layers

6.3.2 Electrical resistance analysis
The sheet resistances of printed CNT layers before resin infiltration and CNT/SMP composites
were measured by four-point probe apparatus. Figure 48 showed the relation between sheet
resistance and the number of printed CNT layers. When the number of printed CNT layers
increases, the sheet resistance of printed CNT layers decreases in a power law. This is because that
thicker CNT layers offer more continuous conductive paths to reduce electrical resistivity. Further
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compacting and distribution of the nanotube network as the number of printed layer increases also
contribute to the decrease of sheet resistance. With 50 layers CNT printed, the sheet resistance of
CNT layers is 22.96Ω /sq, which is much lower than the value ~760Ω /sq [119] and ~78Ω /sq[120]
of fabricated CNT films in previously published articles.
As shown in Figure 48, the sheet resistance of CNT/SMP composite does not show a significant
increase compared with that of printed CNT layers before resin infiltration, although the SMP resin
around CNT networks is insulating. It indicated that the conductive CNT networks were not
impeded by the infiltrated resin. This can be explained by the conducting mechanism of CNT
networks. The electrical resistance in CNT networks are mainly attributed to the intertube
resistance(the resistance of tubes that are physically in contact)[126]. The infiltrated resin was just
coated on the surface of CNTs and does not break the formed CNT junctions. Thus, the sheet
resistance of CNT/SMP did not increase a lot compared with that of pure CNT layers and also
showed a power-law decreasing. This result also indicated that the sheet resistance of CNT/SMP
composite could be tuned by adjusting the printed numbers of CNT layers, thus the electric heating
behaviors of CNT/SMP composite could also be controlled. Table 5 compares the electrical
resistivity of our fabricated CNT films with those of reported inkjet-printed CNT films. It shows
that our CNT films exhibit excellent electrical properties with less number of printing cycles due
to the effectiveness of the SDM technology and dispersion method used to prepare CNT inks.
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Figure 48. Sheet resistance curve of pristine CNT layers and CNT/SMP composites with
different numbers of printed CNT layers

Table 5. Comparison of electrical resistivity of CNT films
Printer

Solvent

Concentration(mg/ml)

Sheet
Resistivity(Ω/sq )

Ref

Dimatix

DMF

0.4

150 with 25 prints

[160]

Microjet

DMF

0.02

333 with 8 prints

[161]

Epson

water

0.2

78 with 200prints

[162]

Epson

water

0.15

760 with 12prints

[119]

SDM

water

0.5

22 with 50prints
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6.3.3 Electric heating performance analysis
Due to the flexibility of SDM fabrication method, CNT/SMP composite with different heating
patterns could be obtained. In Figure 49(a), three patterned CNT/SMP composites were obtained
as(I) a rectangular area(II) a semi-circle area(III) a spiral line area of printed CNT layers. Contact
pads at the end of the patterns were designed for attaching the wires using silver paste. Their
thermal images were obtained when certain voltages were applied. It was found that the surface
temperature does not show many variations in central locations with printed CNT layers, which
confirms the uniformity of fabricated CNT/SMP composites. The temperature on the edge of
composites was lower due to the heat exchange between the heated composite and the unheated
atmosphere. In the previous reports[12-14], all self-heating composites only had simple
rectangular heating patterns, whereas in our report, using digital controlled SDM method,
composites that had arbitrary heating pattern could be manufactured, which indicating that electric
heating could be accurately applied at desired locations.
The fabricated CNT/SMP composite were not only designed for areas needing even temperature
distribution, but also designed for areas needing thermal gradient. Figure 49(b) showed the
CNT/SMP composite that was fabricated with different numbers of printed CNT layers in five
districts. In the five consecutive districts from left to right, the composite contains 10, 20, 30, 40
and 50 printed CNT layers at each district, respectively. These five districts could act a series
circuit with five resistors. In a series circuit, the heating power is proportional to the resistance and
the square of resistor current. Since the electrical current is same for each resistor and thus, the
differences in heating power between each resistor are determined by their resistance. The district
with more printed CNT layers has lower resistance and lower heating power, thus has a lower
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surface temperature. Under a constant voltage of 30V, the highest surface temperature observed at
the location with 10 printed CNT layers is 64°C, whereas the lowest surface temperature observed
at the location with 50 printed CNT layers is 52°C. Consequently, through designing the number
of printed CNT layers, we observed a temperature gradient on the surface of CNT/SMP composites.
Therefore, by using SDM technique, it is convenient and flexible to manufacture CNT/SMP
composites that used for heating areas need uniform temperature distribution or area needs
different temperature at different locations.

Figure 49. Left: CNT/SMP composites that has (I) rectangular (II) hemi-sphere area(III) spiral
line shaped CNT layers. Right: Corresponding temperature distribution thermal images (b) Left:
CNT/SMP composites that has different numbers of printed CNT layers in five districts. Right:
Corresponding temperature distribution thermal images
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To further investigate the electric heating performance of CNT/SMP composites, fabricated
specimens were evaluated at different power densities. CNT/SMP composites with “U” shaped
CNT patterns were fabricated with different numbers of printed CNT layers from 10 to 50 layers
with an interval of 10 layers. For simplicity, we named the CNT/SMP composites with 10 printed
CNT layers as CS10, with 20 printed CNT layers as CS20, and so on. Figure 50 shows the change
in resistance of CS30 and CS50 specimens as temperature increases. Both of them showed a
negative thermal coefficient effect, which means the resistance decrease as temperature increases.
One possible reason for this phenomenon is the increased electron mobility as temperature
increases. Additionally, the thermal expansion of polymer matrix may result in the compaction of
CNT networks, which results in the decreasing of resistance[163]. Figure 51(a) shows the rising
process of surface temperature of CS50 specimen under power densities. As Figure 51(a) shows,
the surface temperature increased sharply in a short period of time after the voltage was applied,
but as time goes, the surface temperature gradually reached to its maximum point, which is called
as steady-state temperature. At the steady state, the input electrical power is balanced by the
dissipated power, thus the surface temperature can keep stable at equilibrium state. The steadystate surface temperature of CS50 specimens increases when the power density increases. Time
evolution of temperature increasing for CS30 was also investigated, as shown in Figure 51(b).
Similar electric heating behaviors were also observed for CS30 specimens. Steady-state
temperature dependence on the input electrical power for CS30 and CS50 was plotted in Figure
51(c). It was observed that the relationship between steady-state temperature and input power for
these two specimens was almost identical, with a slope of 286.39°C/(W/cm2), indicating that the
final steady-state temperature of heating elements are mainly determined by the given input
electrical power rather than the electrical resistance of specimens. However, the operation voltage
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required to reach the steady-state surface temperature was reduced by increasing the number of
printed layers. For instance, to reach temperature around 90°C, CS50 composite requires an input
voltage of 40V, whereas CS30 composite requires a higher input voltage of 50V.
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Figure 50. Temperature-dependent electrical resistance of composites different numbers of
printed CNT layers.

In a heating system, the temperature is balanced between input power and heat loss including
convective and radiative heat loss[164]. In our experiment, the specimens were only heated to low
temperature(less than 100°C), so the radiative heat loss can be negligible[165]. Thus the
temperature could be described by the following equation:

mc

dT(t)
 VI  Q c
dt

(13)

where m , c , T and t are the mass, specific heat capacity, surface temperature and time,
respectively. V , I and Q c are input voltage, corresponding current and convective heat loss.
Convective heat loss can be expressed by:

Qc  hA(T  T0 )
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(14)

where h , A and T0 are the convective heat-transfer coefficient, surface area and initial
temperature. By solving the equation(2), we got equation:

Tm 

VI
 T0
hA

(15)

where Tm is the maximum temperature at the steady state. It is obvious that the steady-state
temperature is linear proportional to the input power, thus the experimental data shown in figure
51(c) is fitted with the theoretical solutions. By fitting the power density and maximum
temperature curve, convective heat transfer coefficient h is obtained as 16.7 W/m2K. Usually, heat
capacity could be expressed as:

c  AT  B

(16)

Thus, a theoretical equation could be used to describe the heating performance of the fabricated
composites:

m(AT  B)

dT(t)
 VI  hA(T  T0 )
dt

(17)

By fitting the experimental data in Figure 51, A and B could be obtained for CS30 as:

m(0.0028T  0.065)

dT(t)
 VI  hA(T  T0 )
dt

(18)

The match between the experimental and analytical solution shows the accuracy of this model, as
shown in Figure 52.
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Figure 51. Time-dependent temperature of (a) CS30 and (b) CS50 composites. (c) Steady-state
temperature as a function of input power density. (d) Steady-state temperature and time growth
constant of composites with different numbers of printed CNT layers
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Figure 52. Experimental data and analytical solution of relationship between temperature change
and time change

Abaqus software was also used to simulate the temperature increase as the time increases. In the
simulation, heat convective coefficient used is 13.5 W/m2K, which is smaller than the heat
convective coefficient in analytical solution. This is because in analytical solution, conduction
between CNT and polymer is neglected, thus the actual heat convective coefficient should be
smaller than the value obtained from analytical solution.
The model setup of the polymer composites reinforced by carbon nanotube is shown in Figure 53.
The polymer matrix will be heated when electrical power is applied to the U-shape carbon
nanotube. According to the SEM images, the thickness of the carbon nanotube is around 10 µm.
The thickness of the polymer matrix is around 60 µm. The carbon nanotube is embedded into the
polymer matrix with one side attached to the polymer matrix and the other side is in the same plane
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as the polymer surface. The dimensions of the U-shape carbon nanotube are also shown in Figure
53 .

Figure 53. Model setup of the polymer composites reinforced by carbon nanotube

In the process of the heating the composites, the heat comes from the carbon nanotube and dissipate
into polymer matrix and air. Between carbon nanotube and polymer matrix, the heat transfer
mechanism is conduction and thermal conductivity plays a role in this process. Between the whole
composites and surrounding air, the heat transfer mechanism is convection. As the temperatures
of carbon nanotube and polymer matrix increases, the heat transfer between composites and air
will increase to the level that equals to the heat generated by the carbon nanotube. When the
equilibrium is reached, the temperatures of the composites material will be stable and keep a
constant.
The heating process of the composites were studied using transient heat transfer analysis of
ABAQUS. The model is composed of two parts: carbon nanotube and polymer matrix. The contact
area between carbon nanotube and polymer matrix share the same nodes and therefore contact
resistance is ignored in this analysis.
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The mechanical and thermal properties are set as the following. The density of carbon nanotube is
1.3g/cm3. The thermal conductivity of carbon nanotube is 3500 W/mK. The specific heat of carbon
nanotube is dependent on the temperature and shown in Figure 54. For the polymer matrix, the
thermal conductivity is 0.02 W/mK. The density is 1.2g/cm3. The specific heat is 1.8 J/(g °C).

Figure 54. Specific heat of carbon nanotube dependent on temperature

The analysis type in this study is a transient heat transfer analysis with a time period of 100 s.
Since there are heat convection between the composites and surrounding air, a surface film heat
transfer condition is applied on both surfaces of the composites. The heat is generated in U-shape
carbon nanotube. A body heat flux is applied to the U shape region throughout the simulation
process. The initial temperature of the whole composites is set as room temperature 25 °C.
The simulation results of temperature evolution for the composites were shown in Figure 55. Heat
flux magnitude evolution for the composites was shown in Figure 56. By using smaller heat
convective coefficient, the simulated result match well with the experimental data (Figure 57 and
58), which indicating the accuracy of this capacity and heat transfer model.
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Figure 55. Temperature evolution for the composites (a) time = 0.9927 s (b) time = 7.764 s (c)
time = 58.32 s (d) time =100s

The fast thermal response of CNT/SMP composite is attributed to high density networks of CNTs
and excellent intrinsic properties of CNTs such as the small heat capacity and large surface area
to volume ratio[166]. Additionally, under a given input voltage, the electric heating performance
could be easily tuned through the design of the number of printed layer, and composites with more
CNT layers could reach a higher steady-state temperature because of their lower sheet resistance.
Table 6 shows a comparison of heating rate of our fabricated CNT/SMP composites to those of
previously reported heater. It clearly shows that our composites have faster heating rate. This high
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heating rate coupling with excellent design flexibility indicated that CNT/SMP are very promising
for heating applications.

Figure 56. Heat flux magnitude evolution for the composites (a) time = 0.9927 s (b) time = 7.764
s (c) time = 58.32 s (d) time =100s
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Figure 57. Simulated and experimental thermal image of steady-state temperature on the surface
of carbon nanotube based electrical heating element

Figure 58. Simulated and experimental temperature data as time increases
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Table 6. A comparison of heating rate of CNT/SMP composites
Materials

Fabrication
Method

Heating rate under similar 0.2
W/cm2power density

Ref

MWCNT/PDMS

Solution casting

1.67°C/s

[17]

CNT/PE

Molding

0.75°C/s

[90]

MWCNT/Epoxy

Molding

0.62°C/s

[15]

MWCNT/Aramid

Solution Casting

5°C/s

[12]

MWCNT/PE

Solution Casting

1°C/s

[14]

MWCNT/Cellulose Dip coating

1.875°C/s

[92]

MWCNT/PDMS

Hot press

4.3°C/s

[93]

Our work

Inkjet printing

3.23°C/s

6.4 Conclusion
This study developed a novel digitally controlled spray deposition modeling technique to
incorporate CNT layers into shape memory thermoplastic polyurethane to fabricate CNT/SMP
nanocomposites. This technique shows an additive characteristic and has an exquisite print path
control that enables the fabrication of the desired number of CNT layers with arbitrary geometries.
Due to the flexibility of this fabrication technique, the electrical heating properties of fabricated
CNT/SMP composites could be easily tuned by adjusting the geometry and number of printed
CNT layers. Main conclusions to be drawn as follows: (1) the fabricated composites showed a low
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electrical resistance due to the high density of CNT networks and excellent intrinsic electrical
properties of CNTs. With 50 CNT layers, the sheet resistance of composites could be as low as
28.7 Ω/sq. (2) homogeneously heating with various patterns and heating with a thermal gradient
were realized in CNT/SMP composites through designing of printed CNT patterns. It was found
that CNT/SMP composites showed a fast thermal response to the applied voltage, and a steadystate temperature of ~92ºC was achieved in less than 20s. The steady-state temperatures of the
composite could be adjusted by varying the number of printed CNT layers in CNT/SMP
composites as well as the input electric power. Great design space and energy efficiency could be
achieved by optimizing the number of printed CNT layers in CNT/SMP composites.
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CHAPTOR SEVEN: ELECTRICAL ACTUATION OF THE CNT/SHAPE
MEMORY POLYMER NANOCOMPOSITES
7.1. Introduction
As a typical smart material, SMP can be deformed into a temporary shape and then recover to its
original (or permanent) shape upon exposure to heat stimuli [101-103]. Therefore, besides acting
as an electric heater, due to their superior structural versatility, CNT/SMPs can also be used in
many other fields, including smart tooling [104], deployable medical device [105] and morphing
aircraft [106]. Many efforts have been proposed focusing on the electrical actuation of CNT/SMP
composites. Electro-active multi-walled carbon nanotubes filled polyurethane shape memory
composites were prepared by Mahapatra et al. [107]. The resultant composites showed more than
98% shape recovery ratio and a rapid recovery time of 9s under a voltage of 40V. Lu et al. [108]
investigated the shape memory behaviors of CNT nanopaper/SMP composites. Owing to the
excellent electrical conductivity of nanopaper, their composites showed a fully shape recovery at
a low voltage of 8.4V. While these CNT/SMP composites showed a high shape recovery ratio
when electrical power was applied, some challenges in their fabrications and properties have
prevented their widespread industrial applications. To date, all the fabricated CNT/SMP
composites showed the same temperature thus same shape recovery ratio at different locations in
composites. However, from SMP applications like smart skin or smart tooling perspective, the
programmable shape recovery ratio at specified locations are desirable.
This study developed a spray deposition modeling (SDM) technique for fabricating CNT/SMP
composites with desirable actuation properties. The investigations were focused on the shape
recovery behaviors of obtained CNT/SMP composites.
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Honeycomb structures were excellent innovation in composites industry due to the reduced weight,
smooth skin and excellent fatigue resistance. The cell configuration is usually hexagons. The
honeycomb structure is widely used in aerospace, automotive, building construction and energy
absorption applications[167]. Common polymeric honeycomb structure are made of
polypropylene, polyurethane and polycarbonate[168]. Some research groups have reported using
different fabrication technique to make honeycomb structures, such as thermoforming and
extrusion[169]. The use of 3D printing for fabricating honeycomb structure has promised to
produce components with complex geometries according to computer designs. 3D printing offers
many advantages in the fabrication of honeycomb structures, including high precision, cost
effective and customized geometry[170]. As honeycomb structure can be printed in a single
process without further processing such as stacking and bonding. Additionally, the cellular
structure design could be modified in CAD software to render specific honeycomb structure
applications.
A morphing structure can substantially change its shape and size in-flight to improve the
performance or enable multiple missions[171]. One of the promising candidate designs for
morphing structure is the deployable wing configuration[172]. As one representative of the
intelligent shape memory materials, shape memory polymers (SMPs) gained significant interest in
recent years[173]. With a specially designed structure, SMPs are able to change their deformed
shapes and adapt to the conditions of their surrounding environment[103]. A typical shape memory
cycle of the materials is demonstrated in Figure 59. SMP can be fixed into a temporary shape, and
then recovers to its original shape by an external stimulus (e.g. heat, electricity). For morphing
wings application, it is important to investigate the actuation of honeycomb structured shape
memory polymer composites since these lightweight structure will benefit design a lot.
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Figure 59. Schematic of the shape-memory effect

7.2. Characterization
Shape memory behavior was investigated according to bending tests, in which the specimens were
firstly bent into “U” shapes at 100°C and the “U” shapes should be fixed by cooling the specimens
to room temperature. For bending tests, the angle between the two sides of the bent specimen at
the time of 0s was measured as θ 0 . When the specimens were electrically heated, the specimens
started to recover to their permanent shape, and in this process the angle between the two sides of
the bent specimen θ t was measured at variable time. The shape recovery ratio (SR) was calculated
using the following equation [174, 175]

7.3. Results and Discussions
The schematics of the specimen and the test device setup are shown in Figure 60. To minimize the
gravity effect, the flat surface of the specimen is fixed to be perpendicular to the ground. The
physical camera is set on the top of specimens to get a top view of the shape memory recovery
process, and the thermal infrared camera is set at the side of specimens to get a side view of this
process.
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Figure 60. The schematics of the specimen and the test device setup

Figure 61. Shape memory process of (I) CS50 and (II) CS30 composites under 40V
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Figure 62. Shape memory ratio over time
Figure 61 shows the screenshots of the shape recovery process of CS30 and CS50 specimens under
a constant voltage of 40V. Shape recovery ratios over time are shown in Figure 62. The recovery
speed for the two specimens is low within the first 10s, because within this time period, the
specimens have not been fully heated. It was obvious in Figure 63 that, at first 10s, the temperature
keeps increasing with time. After that, CS50 was heated to 90°C that is about 35°C above its glass
transition temperature (Tg).
In our study, the CNT layer is much thinner than the SMP layer so the influence of CNTs on the
Tg of composites could be negligible. Since the resistance of CS50 is lower than that of CS30, thus
under the same voltage, the surface temperature of CS50 specimen can reach to a higher value. It
was revealed that CS50 showed faster recovery speed than CS30, and the whole recovery process
for CS50 takes 30s, whereas it takes 60s for CS30. It is because when shape memory polyurethanes
were heated above their Tg, their recovery torque provided by molecular movement increases as
the temperature increases [176]. CS50 specimens have a higher surface temperature so that they
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obtain a higher recovery torque to go back to their original shapes faster. In this experiment, both
of specimens showed approximately 100% shape recovery ratio.

Figure 63. Snapshots of temperature distribution of CS50 composites during shape recovery
process

A standard Boltzmann function can be used to analyze the shape recovery data:
R(t)  A 2 

A1  A 2
1 e

(t  t 0 )/τ

By fitting the experimental data, all four constant could be obtained. Figure 64 shows that the
theoretical equation fit with the experimental data.
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Figure 64. Fitted curve using a Boltzmann function

The 2nd derivatives of the fit curves were then calculated and plotted (Figure 65). All the plots
show a similar pattern consisting of two opposite peaks. Two characteristic times were defined
as introduction time and recovery time to describe the shape recovery process. The obtained
induction and recovery times were plotted for nanocomposites with different number of layers
(Figure 65). As we can see, by adjusting the printed number of CNT layers, the initiation and
recovery speed of nanocomposites could be controlled.

Figure 65. Left: The 2nd derivatives of the fit curves; Right: induction and recovery times of
nanocomposites with different number of layers

To investigate the localized actuation of CNT/SMP composites with different shape recovery
ratios, the shape recovery process of the “L” shaped CNT/SMP composite (Figure 66) was studied.
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The vertical part of the “L” shaped specimen was fabricated with 50 CNT layers, and the horizontal
part was fabricated with 30 CNT layers.

Figure 66. Picture of “L”-shaped CNT/SMP composites
Both the vertical and horizontal parts were bent to “U” shape for the actuation test, which was
done under a constant voltage of 60V. Figure 67 shows the screenshots of the shape recovery
process of the “L” shaped specimen. In this specimen, the part with 50 CNT layers and the part
with 30 CNT layers can be treated as two series resistors. Since the electrical current is same in
these two parts, higher heating power can be achieved at part with 30 CNT layers where higher
electrical resistance was achieved. Therefore, the surface temperature of part with 30 CNT layers
was higher than the part with 50 CNT layers.

Figure 67. Snapshots of shape recovery process
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As Figure 69 shows, part with 30 CNT layers was heated to 75°C that is about 20°C above its Tg,
whereas the temperature of CS50 is just above its Tg. Consequently, part with 30 CNT layers was
fully recovered to its original shape, but part with 50 CNT could not have enough recovery torque
to fully go back to its original shape and showed a recovery ratio of 27%. Thus, it can be seen that
through designing number of printed CNT layers at different locations, localized actuation of SMP
composites with a desired shape recovery ratio could be performed, which gives great design
flexibility for smart skin or tooling applications that needs different deformations at different
locations.
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Figure 68. Shape recovery ratio over time
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Figure 69. Snapshots of temperature distribution of the composites during shape recovery
process

Then, the actuation of CNT/SMP honeycomb structure was investigated. In this study, shape
memory polyurethane filament was developed through extrusion process. Single-screw extruder
was carefully designed with controlled speed and temperature to produce the polyurethane
filament. A commercially available fused deposition modeling 3D printer was used to print the
SMP substrate with honeycomb structure. Carbon nanotube inks were then sprayed on the SMP
substrate. A basic honeycomb structure design was used in this study. Figure 70 shows the
honeycomb structure configuration, with the dimension of 80mm x 30mm x 1mm. and Figure 71
shows the fabricated SMP composites after stretching to 10% strain.
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Figure 70. Schematics of honeycomb structure

Figure 71. Fabricated SMP composites after stretching to 10% strain.
Figure 72 shows that the SMP nanocomposite was successfully actuated under 50V. The shape
recovery ratio reach to 100% in less than 90s, and thermal image also shows the temperature
increase to 60°C above its glass transition temperature, which induced the shape recovery process.
The successful actuation of the honeycomb structure bring huge possibility for the fabrication of
morphing wing with reduced weight.
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Figure 72. Snapshots of shape recovery process and temperature distribution of fabricated
nanocomposite with honeycomb structure
7.4. Conclusion
The shape recovery effect of CNT/SMP composites can be triggered by their resistive heating
without an external heater and the composite can reach a full shape recovery within 30s.
Particularly, by incorporating different numbers of printed CNT layers into SMP at specified
locations, localized actuation of SMP with the desired shape recovery ratio could be achieved.
Especially, electrical actuation of honeycomb structure SMP composites was successfully
realized. The fabricated composites with honeycomb structure could be potentially used for
lightweight morphing wings. In combination of the excellent electrical properties of CNTs and
shape memory effect of SMPs, the developed CNT/SMP composite could be a promising
candidate for various heating and actuation applications.
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CHAPTOR EIGHT: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
8.1. Conclusion
This paper presented a simple and accurate route to fabricate arbitrarily shaped carbon nanotube
patterns onto polyurethane substrate based on a single-step spray deposition modeling(SDM)
technique. The presented method greatly simplifies the fabrication process and improves its
efficiency and flexibility.
As a prototype of application, CNT based strain sensors was manufactured and tested showing
consistent resistance change under tensile strains. Up to a maximum strain amplitude of 40%, the
strain-dependent resistance showed good linearity. Strain sensing behavior under cyclic loading of
CNT based strain sensors was studied. The relations between resistance change and strain of
carbon nanotubes indicated that the carbon nanotube strain sensors had high sensitivity at high
strain level, with gauge factor 11, which is higher than that of usually used metal foil strain sensor.
At low strain level(1%), CNT based strain sensors showed good recoverability after cyclic loading.
SDM approach is able to control the sensing properties of the printed strain sensor by simply
changing layers of printings. The technique is highly applicable for scaling up with high
productivity. Due to the flexibility of this SDM fabrication method, strain sensors with different
sizes and complicated geometries could also be obtained.
Self-heating performance of CNT based films was also investigated. The electrical resistivity and
self-temperature-control heating properties of printed CNT films were strongly dependent upon
numbers of printed CNT layers. The resistivity showed an exponential decrease as the number of
layers increased. With 50 layers printing of CNTs, the sheet resistivity of carbon nanotubes could
be as low as 105  / sq . When 30V voltage was applied to the CNT based films, the surface
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temperature of film reached the maximum 107°C and became stable at time shorter than 60 s. The
maximum temperature of the films could be controlled by adjusting the number of printed CNT
layers. The quick heating and wide adjustability of temperature suggested its good application to
high efficient heat pattern. The shape recovery effect of CNT/SMP composites can be triggered
by their resistive heating without an external heater and the composite can reach a full shape
recovery within 30s. Particularly, by incorporating different numbers of printed CNT layers into
SMP at specified locations, localized actuation of SMP with desired shape recovery ratio could be
achieved. Furthermore, honeycomb structured CNT/SMP composites were also successfully
actuated through electrical stimulus and a fully recovery of their original shape was observed in
less than 90s.
S3

8.2. Future Plan
Attaching strain sensors onto curved surface is very difficult. Our SDM machine is very promising
to print carbon nanotube on a curved surface. Our SDM machine now has a fixed platform, but a
rotating axis will be adding onto platform so that the substrate could rotate while printing.
The conductive films for self-heating requires a low electrical resistivity to provide a suitable
current at a relative low voltage. To decrease the resistivity of printed CNT layers, carbon nanotube
ink need to be improved. Chemical modification such as acid functionalized is efficient to improve
the dispersion of carbon nanotube in the inks thus decrease the resistivity. Solvent like ethanol and
acetone with higher evaporation rate will be used to make CNT network denser. Since faster
evaporation of solvent reduced the flow effect of CNT suspension, and CNT will combine tightly
with each other. Adding other nanoparticle was reported to reduce the joint resistance of CNTs.
Ink with variable materials will also be investigated in the future.
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